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Election '92 breaks new ground
'92 elections

WSU feels
effects of

yields mixed
WSU reaction

high voter
turnout

By FRANK RAJKOWSKI
News Reporter
As the hoopla dies down surrounding last week's elections, students and faculty at Winona State
University have mixed reactions.
This election saw Arkansas Governor Bill Clinton elected 42nd president of the United States. On the Minnesota level U. S. Congressman Tim
Penny, Senator Steve Morse and Representative Gene Pelowski were all
re-elected.
Both nationally and locally, the
elections leaned in favor of the Democrats, who maintained their majority
in Congress, gained the presidency
and also gained several key districts
in the Minnesota Legislature.
Some students were not as happy
about the election results
"I didn't expect Bush to win, but it
was still disappointing to see Clinton
get elected," said freshman communication major Scott Haley. Haley is a
member of the College Republicans.

See Reaction, page 8

By ROB SELTZNER
News Reporter

Tamberlaln Jacobs /Photo Editor
Students of the 3rd ward voted In Minne Hall during the elections held last Tuesday.

Students deceived
Senate sponsored 'referendum'
later becomes an opinion poll
By STUART JOHNSON
Editor-in-Chlet
On Election Day last week, the
Winona State University Student
Senate held a vote on campus, billed
as a referendum, to determine the
student population's decision on
whether or not to follow the current
quarter system or switch to a se
mester system.
By voting on the "referendum"
you actually only took part in an
opinion poll on the quarter vs. semester question-an opinion that the
Student Senate nearly negated and
might still.
Many students took part in the
vote assuming they were making a
decision on the issue. The final tally
was 654-283 in favor of staying with
quarters.
However, on the following day,
the Student Senate met to decide
what direction to take on the vote
and narrowly passed the student's
decision by only two votes, 15-13.
Jim Chapple, chairperson of the
Academic Affairs Committee, initiated the idea to evaluate student
thoughts on the proposal,
"We just wanted to know their
opinion rather than having the Student Senate just go ahead with a

decision," Chapple said.
He and many other senators,
however, felt as though the students were not making an informed
decision. Thus, they decided to
vote against the students' vote.
"I think (the students' decision)
is important to keep in mind but I
have my own mind," he said. "The
student opinion was not irrelevant,
although I think they probably deserved to be better educated before
making a decision."
Chapple says that most students
voting believed that the transformation, should therebe one, was to
take place soon and that they were
not informed as to any timetable.
Chairperson of Legislative Affairs Jim Hudson agreed with
Chapple saying, "I think the people
voting against semesters were fearful of change-pure and simple."
Grateful for a strong voter turnout while expressing dismay at the
result, Hudson said, "I'm happy to
see as many people voting that did.
It was just short-sighted and uninformed."
Both Chapple and Hudson expressed regret for the deceptive nature of the vote.

See Senate, page 3

See Registration, page 8

St. Cloud students start
merger opposition group
going on with the merger and unless they know what's
going on, they can't do anything about it."
As part of motivating the students, the group has
As the Higher Education Board continues the process pursued letter writing campaigns and petitions targeted
of merging the state university, technical and community so legislators keep hearing the public's view in that the
college governing boards into one, some St. Cloud State merger is an issue which isn't looked over by the students.
Lunceford said the group has been petitioning since
University students are trying to inform others about the
the
mid-October and has over 700 signatures SCSU stuconsequences of the merger.
dents alone.
Coalition
Student
She said eventually the
Against the Merger
group wants to present the
(SCAM), a 30 member
signatures and give a
group which opposes the
speech to the Minnesota
merger, is moving to imLegislature on the matter.
prove awareness of the
The group emphasizes
merger law and create simiIntroduced on March 26, 1991 and passed on
the
fact there are so many
lar groups at other state
April 19, 1991, the merger law created the Higher
unanswered questions reuniversity, technical and
Education Board which is combining the state unigarding the merger and
community college camversity, technical and community college administhat the merger hasn't
puses.
trations into one 13-member board to head the three
given
any clear answers ,
SCAM came to Winona
systems beginning July 1, 1995.
Lunceford said.
State University Monday
The HEB is made up of two representatives from
Williams said the legafternoon for the first time
each of the systems, six non-collegiate, at-large memislature pushed the bill
to seek support.
bers and a chancellor.
through and didn't tell the
SCAM was started in
Backers of the bill say the merger will ease credit
students what was going
October as part of a human
to happen as a result of the
relations class in the human
See Merger, page 3
merger.
relations minor, said SCAM
Steve Cater, a senior
member Connie Lunceford,
criminal
justice major at
a senior English major.
Jonie Stark, a senior applied psychology major at SCSU and SCAM member, said the legislature took a
SCSU said, "We're leaning to people who don't know a lot backwards approach at first by passing the law then fixing
it later, instead of fixing it before passing it.
about the merger."
Stark said, "It scares me that they passed legislation to
The group has organized meetings at SCSU, but low
attendance has proven a student's lack of knowledge of figure it out later."
the issue. SCAM was going to give a presentation at WSU
but couldn't drum up enough support.
See SCAM, page 3
Lunceford said, "Not a lot of students know what's

By NATHAN STEINER
News Editor

HEB to combine highereducation systems

WSU students present multi-cultural show

Student
Senate

By ANDREW JOHNSTON
News Reporter

The students enrolled at Cathedral Elementary School
in Winona got a glimpse into diversity on November 5.
They had the unique opportunity to learn about various cultures.
The Global/Multi-Cultural Day was created through
the work of the International Student Program.
Organized by Terri Markos, director of the international student program at Winona State University, the
Global/Multi-Cultural day is designed to provide students a greater understanding into the linguistic and
cultural diversity witnessed throughout the world.
However, on this day the emphasis was on the world's
development. Countries represented throughout the day
by various presentations included Bangladesh, China,
Germany, Hong Kong, India, Iran, Italy, Japan, Malaysia,
Morocco, Pakistan, Palestine, Panama, Saudi Arabia, Sri
Lanka, Trinidad, and Yemen.
Also represented in a similar fashion were American
minorities. These groups were represented through presentations by African-American, Hispanic, Hmong, and
Vietnamese students.
According to Markos, the whole day was designed to
give the elementary school students a glimpse into other
cultures, while keeping the dress, language, food, and
currency as authentic as possible.
While many of the students, from the university as

There will be no Student Senate meeting on Veteran's Day.
The Nov. 18 Senate meeting
will be held at CST at 4 p.m. in the
South Lounge of Lourdes Hall.
I
There is a position open on the
Senate as an at-large senator. If
interested please apply by noon
on Nov. 18 in the Senate office in
Kryzsko commons.

If in need of taking the GRE for
graduate school admittance, there
is a preparation course offered on
Dec. 4-6. Sign up in the Senate
office.
Congratulations to Jim Hudson
who was selected as the October
Senator of the month.
Congratulations toJim Chapple
who is the new academic affairs
chair.

In Winona County, voters had to
brave long lines to vote, which at
times led to a shortage in ballots such
as Minne Hall at Winona State University.
According to the Winona County
Auditor's office, there were 6,071 new
registered voters this year, compared
to 3,256 in 1988.
Freshman undecided major Armin
Breckuner, a memeber of College Republicans at Winona State University, said, "It was good to see people
voting no matter who they voted for."
Breckuner was was naturally
downbeat about Clinton's victory, but
shared the sentiment of both parties
as far as voter turnout was concerned.
Senior history major Ann
Burfeind, president of Students for

Tamberlaln Jacobs /Photo Editor
The lion dancer jumped Into an audience of children during the Multicultural day held at the Cathedral Elementary school
last Thursday.

See Cultural Day, page 8
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In the news... Trade talks

Campus briefs

Analysis
By STUART JOHNSON

A semi narco-sponsored by the American Marketing
Association and the Winona State University Marketing Department will be held on Nov. 9 at 7 p.m. inthe
Performing Arts Center Recital Hall.
The sales management seminar entitled, "Motivating Sales Forces -- Tools Of the Trade," will consist of
a panel of sales management practitioners who will
discuss their perspectives on motivating a sales force.
Representatives from Winona knitting Mills, KMA
Associates, Coldwell Banker Rivers & Associates, Great
River Systems, The Trane Company and Fleis Insurance Agency will be speaking at the seminar.
The seminar is free and open to the public.
For more information, contact Jim Chapple at 4521471.

The first program in the Mayo Lecture Series at WSU
will focus on the rising cost of healthcare . The lecture
will take place in the Stark Hall Auditorium on Nov. 18
at 7:30 p.m.
The 1992-93 Mayo Lecture Series, "Challenging
Our Minds," is presented by WSU and the Mayo Foundation and features three lectures dealing with current
issues in the area of health, medicine and research.
The Nov.18 program features John H. Herrell, Chair
forAdministration, Mayo Foundation, speaking on "The
Healthcare Cost Crisis: Greed, Demographics or Utilization."

Editor-in-Chlet
This week the United States and
the European Community are in a
round of ongoing trade negotiations
reaching a hot point that everyone
involved hopes will not result in an
all out trade war.
France, in an election year, has
refused to back down on its subsidized agricultural program that undercuts American farm prices. As a
result, the U.S. has announced that
beginning Dec. 5, a 200 percent tariff
will be charged on white wine imports from the region if there is no
relief from their position.
In a reactionary measure, France
was expected yesterday to ask the
E.C. to draw up a counter proposal
to retaliate against the U.S. tariff
threat.
France and the other E.C. members have for some time been subsidizing their farmers production to
offset poor market prices especially
influenced by. American farm exports to the E.C.
Right now negotiations between
France and the U.S. have broken off

and other states are attempting to get ous world trade accords.
them both back to the table to come to
The British, who are currently in
an agreement.
the presidential spot of the E.C,, have
Posing a remarkable threat to al- strongly opposed any retaliatory
ready damaged world wide econo- measure by the Community In addimies, a trade war is exactly what all tion, the 12 E.C. ministries have also
parties concerned do not want to see. rejected, for now, a reactionary move,
It would also put President-elect Bill accusing the French of acting to disClinton into a precarious situation as rupt the negotiations.
"fixing" the economy is his first obHowever, the French don't have it
jective.
so easy. A farmers' revolt is likely to
A trade war would mean many happen if the government there were
countries increasing their tariffs—the to give in to popular demands and
cost a country charges to another for with the election only a week away,
importing goods into their. state. It Paris is not to willing to risk civic
could also mean that states would unrest. On the other hand, the French
raise their subsidies to their own would suffer the most from the proproducers. By subsidizing, states pay posed U.S. tariff increase as it is pritheir farmers/producers in one form marily directed towards them.
or another so that their products beOther critics from within the E.C.
come cheaper on the market, under- charge that the U.S., by putting forcutting the market price.
ward such a measure, may cause the
Resulting in what could only be French to turn inward and stiffen
further market stagnation, the goal their resolve in the face of U.S. presfor the fragile negotiators in what is sure rather than give in.
called the Uruguay Round on the
Still others, such as Germany,
General Agreement on Tariffs and France's strongest ally, are applying
Trade (GATT) must be to resolve at pressure to Paris in an effort to relax
least this latest dilemma.
their subsidy policy as the GATT
GATT has been continuing for a panel on two previous occasions has
number of years and has produced found E.C. subsidies to be unfair to
little in terms of advancing harmoni- the U.S. position.

Gerinarty has also stated that if
France does not comply that they
may be forced into compliance
through majority rule, a move that
disrupts the fragile make-up of the
E.C. itself.
There is yet another issue rarely
addressed in the media regarding
this issue.
When the worlds largest economies are doing poorly, the third
world and developing nations are
doing even worse.
The proposals on the table from
both the U.S. and France reduce the
world-wide price of commodities
that whole economies in smaller
nations are built on.
Because this situation continues,
smaller states-never get out of debt,
lack capital to move from exporting
only one or two agricultural goods
to finished products, and never
become economically viable to
sustain their own economy.

Mass
Registration
Will Be Held

State Shorts
Moorhead State
A portion of the Aids Quilt will be arriving at Moorhead
State University in conjuncture with World Aids Day on
Dec. 1.
There will be eight panels sent to MSU from the 15
acre quilt that waslast shown recently as a whole in
Washington D.C. in front of the Washington Monument. El,ch panel is approximately three by six feet in
size.

St Cloud State
An International Student Network Conference was
held recently at St. Cloud State University and considered the possibility of a rise in tuition due to recent
legislation.
The legislation includes a Minnesota State University System budget proposal from Gov. Arne Carlson.
Many of the international students expressed their
concern over the issue .
One student, Jin K. Lee, a member of the International Student Association cited that more than $19
million per year are contributed to the state's economy
annually from international students.

7:30 p.m.
Talbot Gym
-

Rczgister ficcoding to Coldits
Swedish Muscle Team

Winona State University's student newspaper, is written, edited, managed, and financed by and for the
The Winonan
students of Winona State University. The Winonan generates 60 percent of its income through advertising sales. The remaining
money is provided through student activities as a subscription rate. The Winonan reserves the right to request verification of facts
from letters written for publication. Deadline for all submissions is Friday prior to publication.
Subscriptions for persons outside the university are available from the business manager for $20 annually. Address all
correspondance to: The Winonan, Winona State University, Kryszko commons, Winona, MN 55987 ph. (507) 457-5520
The Winonan is rated and a member of the Associated college press as an "All American " newspaper. The Winonan is recognized
annually as an award winning newspaper in individual and as a whole by the Minnesota Better Newspaper Association, the American
Scholastic Press Association, and the Society of Professional Journalists. Contents of the Winonan are copyrighted and may not
be reproduced without permission.
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U-Pac President Brent Eder, a junior elementary education major, entertained the crowed
by portraying Hans while Joe Reed, activities advisor, plays Franz for the opening act last
Thursday In Somsen Auditorium before Adam Sandler came on.
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Fazly Alahi/Winonan Staff
The Chinese Mountain Dance was performed by the Malaysian club to represent part of
their culture for the Multi-Cultural day held at the Cathedral Elementary grade school last

Thursday.

SCAM
Continued from page 1
Williams said some of the legislators had to have little knowledge of
the bill when they voted.
He said the person in charge
should be confronted to find out
where the cuts are going to be made
and when.
However, currently the Higher
Education Board is without a chancellor after Mary Rieder's resignation
as interim chancellor.
Stark questioned the costs involved with the merger: "Now it's
estimated at millions in start up costs.
Where is this going to come from?"
Williams said the merger is going
to cost everybody more, and not only
in the pocketbook.
Williams said he can see where
the merger will effect the value of a
degree and wonders how others will
perceive a the degree.
"Everyone has different needs (in
the individual systems), and someone is going to loose," Stark said.
"Why not just have it the way it is; to
keep the systems individualized."
Williams asked how is merger
going to work to get the better programs by with the plan of decreasing
redundant classes throughout the

system.
Lunceford said the merger isn't
going to help anybody, citing the class
size which could increase from the
merger.
Cater also fears that by the end,
the combined system could be reduced to where the student is just a
number.
Cater urged for the need for education about the merger on the high
school level since that populaiton
feeds into the higher education system.
Cater said, "It's hard to get all the
population informed on the issue.
It's hard to create concern among the
younger students."

Senate
Continued from page 1
"Looking back, I can see how the a
student could be confused by the
meaning of 'referendum'," Hudson
said.
Denise Matthews, Minnesota State
University Student Association
(MSUSA) representative for WSU,
disagreed with the views of Hudson
and Chapple.
She favored sticking to the decision that the students had come to.
Matthews also said that a decision
did not have to be made this early.
MSUSA had asked the seven universities of the state system to get some
feedback from students on what path
the organization should take in lobbying the state legislature and the
Minnesota State University Board.
"I think it was appropriate that
the senate voted in favor of the student vote, it would be totally out of
line to do otherwise," Matthews said.
Student Senate President
Adrienne Mitchell does not believe
that the vote was misleading because
the senate followed through with the
decision made by the student body
vote.
She did, however, concede that it
may havebeen disappointing to some

who thought they were directly involved in the decision making process.
"I know that if you think you're
participating in a referendum that
you're involved in the decision to
perhaps change something," Mitchell
said, "Where as with only giving an
opinion, only consideration will be
given in the final decision."
Paul Wawrzaszek, student senate
vice-president, said that the "referendum" was "very deceiving and I also
felt that the student senate would
follow the decision made by the students."
Wawrzaszek said that to be able to
put forward an official referendum a
petition would have to be signed with
250 signatures in addition to a series
of other administrative steps.
"It was careless on our part. We
never indicated what we were going I
to do with the results," he said.
Having been "very disappointed
with the student senate" nearly not
voting in line with the students' decision, Wawrzaszek asked "Why did
we take it to the students at all?"

Merger
Continued from page 1
transfer and improve access to classes.
The merger backers also say the state
and the student will save money in
merged systems.
Those opposed to the merger say
that the different systems which serve
with separate missions whould be
disadvantaged when they are combined , therefore hurting all the systems.
Opposition also says the total cost
of the merger still isn't known and
many questions about the merger still
are unanswered such as how are the
curriculums going to change.
Bill opposing the merger have been
sponsored by Rep. Lyndon Carlson

5 1 A 71C tll

(DFL-Crystal) and Rep. Gene
Pelowski (DFL-Winona), but both
failed.
Carlson's bill was different in that
it woudld create a superboard which
would govern all higher education
systems in Minnesota including the
University of Minnesota system and
the private college system.
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Rodney King!?-again?
What's to be done with our cities?
There is a sick, brand new kind of justice practiced on the American streets
today. Brand new that is unless your black and/or from the city.
This past week yet another African-American motorist was beaten by a
group of Detroit cops-this time leaving him dead--handcuffed.
Seven officers took turns giving blows to the victim while he was in the car
as well as when he got out. They were able to handcuff him, so this time that can
not be a justification, and summarily beat him to death with a flashlight.
Although the seven have been suspended without pay, what goes on in
these police departments that allow this action to be an option on the street can
only be speculated on but is most reprehensible.
Due process does not necessary follow if a cop can get away with murder
and brutality in the city. America should call for murder charges to be sought for
those responsible.
Similar to Rodney King in Los Angeles, this incident should again put the
plight of our nation's urban areas in the forefront of our domestic agenda.
America has been losing a vast wealth in the cities for so many years, the
type of wealth that comes in both monetary figures as well as human cost.
This is what George Bush and his party, outside of perhaps Jack Kemp,
could never figure out.
The death toll in the streets of every majorcity is rising continuously, leaving
families splintered, dependent on entitlement programs.
From a purely Republican viewpoint, it is clear that because people on
welfare are not paying taxes but simply absorbing public monies, little else makes
as much economic nonsense.
This death toll is also is stealing from our society, robbing us blind of people,
American people, mostly males who could make such a grand contribution to our
society if given a chance.
The United States needs to follow through with a comprehensive urban
revitalization program geared to making minority families feel part of the greater
culture, not disenfranchised as has been the case for years as well as now.
Minorities within their own communities need to take on this call for urban
renewal as well. Nothing this society does will count for much if young black males
walk in fear of one another.
Having seen many examples of what is mentioned above--from government housing turned into tenant ownershipto neighborhood programs focusing on
youth at risk-- it is clear that some gains have been made. Now lets follow through
and finish the job.
The cities could provide an amazing economic base from which to draw
from. Enterprise zones, opening of small businesses, opportunities for housing
ownership so as to encouraging neighborhood investment-- the possibilities are
endless. All the while we, together, put in forward motion the human race.
Our new president said that he would make urban renewal a priority, he also
said that job one would be the economy. Both need emergency attention because
an improved economy can not take place with economic vacuums in existence
across the country in the form of our major cities.
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...I AtA, OF couRSE,somEwNAT DISAPPOINTED •
• 1 THAT
THE AMERICAN PEOPLE, DESPITE THEIR
•
•
DESIRE FoR CHANGE, CHOSE NOT
• 41 ALLEGED
To BE LED BY A FICTIONAL CARTOON PEN- •
•
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••
• MUCK WORSE...
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•• • • • • • • •
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..,FOR INSTANCE, WHAT IF A MAJoR ► TY OF

VOTERS HAD TURNED OUT ID BE CLINICALLY INSANE... AND HAD BELIEVED THAT THE
PECULIAR, Au1oCRATIc. EfavotatiRE FROM
TEXAS WAS BEST SUITED To LEAD?
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..OR, EVEN WORSE, VorER5 CouLD HAVE REELECTED THE MAN V4140 CAMPAIGNED ON
"TRUST" WHILE LYING THROUGH 1415 TEETH
ABOUT IRAN - CONTRA, IRAQ GATE., AND Goo
ONLY KNOWS WHAT ELSE...
WELL...oKAy...mADE SOME MISTAKES...Bur
ADMITTED it.. AFTER GETTING CAUGHT,
ANYWAY...

-.AMP. ALL, 5INCe THE EMERGING IRAQ'
GATE, REVELATioN5 ARE BEGINNING TO
MAKE WATERGATE LOOK TAME, CHANCES
ARE TI-IAT IF BUSH HAD WON; HE WOULD
HAVE EVENTUALLY BEEN IMPEACHED-LEAVING THE CouNTRY IN THE HANDS OF

PRESIDENT QUAYLE.,.
+ +

MY FELL() APAERI CAKES...
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Letters to the editor
This Halloween
Winona solid
waste manage- there was a
trick-no treat
ment needs
your attentionnot your money
Dear Editor:
Dear Editor:
Having been involved as a business for some six years in recycling, I
have seen things occur with the
Winona County Solid Waste Department that most people are unaware
of. We also have had students who
attend Winona State rent rooms from
us for the past three years.
1993 will see a raise in rental costs
for every renter in this county by
resolution of the Winona County
board, raising the cost of rubbish disposal by having a 10% tax added onto
each and everyone's garbage bill. A
$1,300 tax increase will take place on
every apartment, home, mobile home
and tax exempt property. Because of
mismanagement in the County Solid
Waste department to the amount of
several million dollars was wasted
and documents show were nearly
$500,000 this year already. This increase will be passed onto property
owners and the students and renters
will be paying an increase in rent,
which I am sure most students cannot afford higher rent payments. I
am told Winona State will be paying
an extra $7,700 a year for rubbish
removal. A petition is now being
circulated, calling for an audit by the
Minnesota State Auditors office to do
a complete financial aid program of
the Winona County Solid Waste department. An audit will determine
where and how the money was
wasted. A petition for signatures is at
the student senate office or contact
Mr. John Ferden in the Housing Office. With 2,000 or more signatures of
tax paying residents, the Winona
County Board of Commissioners will
have to take a very serious look at
what is happening. On Nov. 19, a
petition signing table will be set up in
the lower hypen.
Thank You,

Don Kottschade

Senate apologizes to
students

This past Saturday night, Halloween, I was tricked. I was misled into
thinking that I could go to a bar and
have a good time listening to a great
band, dancing, and being with
friends. Many people, including
myself were wearing costumes to celebrate Halloween, but it takes more
than plastic and cloth to cover up the
transgression I experienced. Please
keep in mind that I am not a small
woman, I am strong and somewhat
intimidating, but the way I was
treated Saturday night made me feel
defenseless and victimized. Also, I
would like to allow for the fact that
the bar was crowded. There is no
excuse for men to fondle a woman on
the dance floor or in passing. This
occured in a local tavern. I have
never been violated this way in any
of the college-crowd clubs or bigger
city bars where I might expect this
treatment. Behavior such as this cannot be forgiven with a sneer and lipservice apology. Would these men
tolerate someone feeling up their
mothers, their wives, or daughters?
How often do they need to be reminded that to touch a woman without her consent is wrong? Ladies,
stop excusing this kind of assauli. To
passively suffer this harassment destroys your self-respect and gives the
impression that sleazy and subtle attacks are forgivable. Being scared is
not okay. Standing up for your rights
not to be groped can be challenging,
but it must be done. This was not a
Happy Halloween experience. This
was no treat.

Seriously,
Rachel Grehl

Maze wrong
about cultural
diversity efforts
through clubs
Dear Editor:

Dear Students,

•

by TOM TOMORROW

The Student Senate would like to
apologize for unintentionally misleading you on last week's referendum. We mislead you, not only by
closing the polls one day early, but
also by including quarters vs. semesters on the referendum. We just
wanted the students opinion because
it was simply an opinion poll on the
subject. We hope that in the future
we won't make the same mistake.

Sincerely,
Winona State Student Senate

This is in response to Mr.
Johnathan Maze's article in the Oct.
21, 1992 issue of the Winonan. I've
heard of people perpetuating lies and
fears into a mass audience, but I really never thought that the sports
writer for the Winonan would ever
perpetuate these myths to their readers like Mr. Maze had done Oct. 21,
1992. On page 5 under the FORUM
section, Maze quotes a certain source
which he calls , "my friend (who)
happens to be black." This person
doesn't havea name(at least in Maze's

article). As a reader, it makes me
wonder how credible this source is,
or if this source even exists. Later in
Maze's article, he says, "If people of
different nationalities were allowed into some various groups, the problem of interracial relations might go a
long way toward being solved." Maze
then goes on to say, "However, at the
moment I can't help myself from feeling that some of these groups ... may
unknowingly do more to promote
stereotypes than to end them." Maze
names "TKE, the Hispanic Club,
GLAD, and etc..." I cannot speak on
behalf of TKE, GLAD, or etc. (whoever "etc" is). I have been to the
Hispanic Club meeting. I have yet to
see Mr. John Maze at one of the meetings to prove his " bordering-libelous" statement that these clubs promote stereotypes. The fact of the
matter is that there is a mixture in the
Hispanic Club. The meetings are open
to all those who wish to attend. If
Maze had been to any of these meetings that he had named ( I know for
sure he has not been to the Hispanic
Club meetings) he would never had
made this statement. The readers of
the Winonan are smarter than that,
and I am sure they do not appreciate
being lied to about this. I realize that
tabloid journalisim to spark fear, hatred, or just plain lies is a practice that
a lot of people do. I don't appreciate
it, and I am quite sure that the clubs
named don't either. The article
printed on Oct. 21, 1992 was totally
unethical. Let me leave you a message: Lies and journalisim do not
make good bedfellows.

Terrence E. Young

Winonan
Letter Policy:
The Winonan welcomes
correspondence from our
readers. However, we reserve the right to edit all
letters received for content,
clarity and space. Please
submit your letter on or before the Friday prior to publication which is every
Wednesday. All letters submitted for publication must
be signed. All letters will be
printed in the order they are
received.
Send your letter to:
Dear Editor, the Winonan,
Kryzsko Commons, Winona
State University, Winona,
MN. 55987.
507-457-5119
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Opinion
Celebrating diversity...

Sex in the 905

The...
An

By LISA M. VAZQUEZ
Columnist

Where did the taboo of sex come
from? From my understanding, sex
should be relative to whatever someone wants to engage in. Diversity
should be allowing an orgasm to derive from any means necessary. Instead, women tend to use sex to get
love, and men take advantage of
women's emotions to get sex. Not
always—usually.
In a stable relationship, with love
and tenderness, a person can begin to
stop focusing on the other's needs
and begin to look at themselves. They
can start vocalizing their own needs
and desires. They have to keep in
mind that their mental relationship is
also in bed with them.
The rules of sex have become more
undefined. Men have to fear the
repercussions of their actions, because
the reprisals may be a charge of rape
or sexual harassment.
Women have to fear the knowledge that good men can be a rare
commodity, and question the actions
their men choose to engage in.
Each party has the fear that they
will not live up to their partner's expectations. Books, movies and television segments all expose sex as a
wonderful event, and if you are not
having ten orgasms a night, then you
should see a therapist. Or else the
media portrays sex as a taboo again.
For example, in the movie "Basic
Instinct," Michael Douglas slams the
fact to his woman lover that she is too
fustrated with her anxieties to have
an orgasm.
Why is it that people cannot discuss with people or even their lovers
how they would like to be satisfied?
Many women become either instantly
disgusted or offended that their men
would like to see them with another
woman. Why? At least the men are
not looking elsewhere to satisfy their
needs, and he can come out and say it.
Women always want their man to
discuss their emotions and feelings,
but when a man takes that plunge,
then the woman is offended. The
same goes for women, when they
discuss their fantasies, the men's ego
may be bruised because they cannot
satisfy their woman enough.
In order to have children and
young adults protected, there should

be early education on the use of contraceptives and the differences between sex and love. Education should
certainly start before the teens are
sent out on the streets to fend for
themselves. Education can help prevent AIDS and other diseases.
Other reasons sex should be
taught in schools and at home is because it lessens the chance of rebellion. I firmly believe that education
informs teens what to look for in a
healthyrelationship and not just jump
into bed. The repression of facts
makes teens want to look for sex and
find out what it is.
I do not advocate teen sex or experimenting, but I feel that if sex were
more openly discussed, then teens
and even adults would ask if what
they feel or desire is okay, and if they
do experiment, at least they can be

educated on what they are doing.
Sex should be discussed; within
relationships, with friends. Casual
sex is another big issue. Lust is
present, much more than people assume. The desires behind sex should
be examimed before casual sex becomes an option. Sure, the desire can
be there, but is it desire for the apparent sexuality of the person, or is it a
desire for a relationship with this
person, or is it just a meaningless
copulation?
Why are orgasms different in the
90s? Because sex is relative to disease, to lust, to what is going on in the
world outside of the bedroom. Sex is
something that everyone needs to
discuss, before therapists get all of
our money. Sounds Freudian, but
examine yourself.

By RANDAL McDOWELL

By BOB COSTELLO

Columnist

Columnist

In this year of political change the biggest mistake we
as citizens could do is further limit our political voice.
Last Tuesday, 14 states effectively did just that when they
voted in favor of term limitations for their respective
senators and representatives. Ironically, these states also
voted all their incumbent represenatives back to Washington. Limiting Congressional terms is not only unconstitutional but it is also a bad idea.
The United States' Constitution clearly defines the
criteria required to be elected to Senate or the House of
Representatives. Nowhere is it stated or even implied
that those elected to office are limited in the number of
terms that he or she can serve.
It is easy to understand the frustration we Americans
have over "fat cat professional politicians." Often these
men and more recently
women are perceived as out
of touch with the people who
elected them.
But our reaction to this
frustration should not be that
our public servants can only
serve two terms. What should
be demanded is a cap on campaign contributions and force
candidates to focus on the issues.
The goal of both opponents
and proponents of term limitations should be to elect the
candidate with the greatest
merit, not the one who can spend the most money. Often
the candidate who can and does spend the most money is
more successful in diverting the electorate's attention
away from the issues that affect them.
This politically effective tactic is hurting America.
There are a number of Senators and Representatives
doing a great job for America and their people back home.
This is the precise reason why the people want them in
Washington. This is also the precise reason why term
limitations are a bad idea. What term limitations do is
force people into voting for someone that they may not
feel is the best person for the job. The whole idea behind
a representative democracy is to allow the people to vote
for the candidate whom they feel will best represent their
interests. The result of term limitations limits the people's
voice in whom they think will best represent them. This
is a concept contrary to democratic ideals and one that
will force many good public servants to stop serving.
There is no doubt that some politicians are bad. And
because they are bad they deserve to be voted out of office.
We did not need a limit on George Bush's term in office,
the voters decided to limit his term as they should have,
not the constitution. So let's use our voice and our
constitutional right to vote them out. Let's not be forced
into something that limits our ability to express what we
want in a democracy.

In the past election, Americans voted on many
political offices- everything from president to garbage
collector- but 14 states also voted whether or not to
have term limits for their congressmen. Most of the 14
states voted to limit their senators to 12 years in office
and their House members to six or eight years. Not
surprisingly, term limits passed in all fourteen states.
Whether or not term limits are constitutional is questionable, but will they solve the prodigious problems in
congress? Term limits have both pros and cons.
I surmise that the authors of our Constitution recognized that rotation in office is necessary to prevent
congress from becoming unresponsive to the citizens.
However, they did not include term limits within the
Constitution, because then it was a practice to serve in
public office for only a few
years and then return to private life. In fact, in the first
House election after President
Washington was elected,
there was a 40 percent turnover rate. In 1989, that turnover was a measly 8 percent.
ObviouSly, the better turnover this year was attributable to scandals, but look at
all the check bouncers that
were put back into office! The
longer a congressman holds
office, the more he becomes a
creature of the system. As
soon as a freshman is sworn in, his primary concern
becomes re-election. How does one get re-elected? One
does through pork-barrel spending. I have learned to
expect this spending behavior mostly from liberals,
however even a few good conservatives have fallen
victim to this intolerable re-election spending. So, if
someone asks for a good reason for term limits, I say
there is 4.3 trillion good reasons.
Another problem that limits would help fix is the
incumbency advantage. The longer a politician stays in
D.C., the more money he can accumulate for his next
election. Therefore, it is nearly impossible for a challenger to beat the career politicians. Consequently, we
have an extremely unresponsive go , rernment that is
more concerned about its perks and re-election bids
than its constituents.
Some problems to term limits are: first, there
is no proof that a temporary politician is better able to
fend off the special interest groups; and secondly,
temporary politicians will surrender more control to
the lobbyists, thebureaucracy and the committee staffs.
These are the full-time experts who would end up
running our country, and who are unchecked by elections. I believe the real solution to our D.C. problems is
to elect new politicians who are committed to congressional reforms (e.g., balanced budget amendment, line
item veto, and limiting congressional perks).
'

FORUM
Should the university be enacting censorship?

No, there should not be
censorship. Art is a form of
expression and it also shows
creativity. This is a free
'country and freedom of
expression should be
allowed.

It is unfortunate that
American society is so
culturally undeveloped that
they should think that the
State should tell them what is
art and what is not.

Jeff Kunzelman
Debra Haefel
senior, elementary education senior, art major
major

By JONATHAN MAZE
Columnist &

TAMBERLAIN JACOBS
PHOTOGRAPHER

"Congress shall pass no law prohibiting the right to freedom of speech,"
states the first amendment of the United States constitution.
Let's analyze this statement for a bit. Congress shall pass no law, hmmm,
"no law."
"No law," in my eyes, simply means, "no law." There's no other meaning
to it. "No," is the key word to that. "No" means "no." Not "yes," not "maybe,"
but "no."
What's been happening over the past few years, however, would dispute
that. Yes, the Constitution can be bent a tiny bit, but I do believe that it is this
right in which this country has been founded on.
But in the eyes of some ultra-conservative, bible-toting tight-asses who are
.
afraid that if they hear or read some quote-unquote "offensive" things that
they will go to hell, and that everyone's opinion should be muffled.
And if that were to happen, this country would be a lot worse off than it
is.
Ice-T, the rapper whose band Body Count was so blitzed by members of the

Yes, I think it's better if we
can make the lives of these
future artists easier for the
benefit to all of us.

Art has always been a good
part of school academics
and should be supported.

Yes, I agree with censorship
to a certain extent.

No, because as mature
beings, we have to choose
on our own what to look at,
listen to and so on.

Gayle Feng
junior, economics major

Mohsin Alowa
senior, physical education
major

Randy Cavins
freshman, undecided major

Giovanna Toldi
freshman, marketing major

police department along with several other groups, has a right to say what he
wants to say. Why? Because the constitution gives us that right.
And there are no ifs, and's or but's about it.
For those of you who think this is wrong, how would you like it if some of
the things you said were muffled in such a way. Imagine not being able to state
your opinion.
Can't, can you? Why? Because it's a freedom of ours that is severely taken
for granted.
Censorship, I'm afraid, doesn't belong in the hands of the law. Government, which is already far too centralized, would become more and more like
those governments that you only hear about in your worst nightmares.
Governments like those of, say, Hitler, or Stalin, or maybe even Mussolini
or Castro. Censorship is the weapon of the dictator. Yet if we're to have this
great democracy, we need that first amendment to work in order for our
democracy to work.
Yet the continued attempts by groups to get government to censor such
things, if successful, would eventually lead to the failing of our system of
government. And the reason why this government has been the most
successful system in the world is because of the first amendment.
Censorship is a responsibility that belongs to parents and teachers. Album-stickeri ng is great for the sole purpose of the fact that parents can screen

their children's albums. Of course, the kids will still listen to it, but the parents
would be affirming their authority while teaching them that it can be
offensive to some people. Educators can do the same while screening what
their students do or don't read, while also broadening their minds about what
the rest of the world is like.
Yet both parents and educators can also be a bit more open-minded about
what is and what isn't offensive. Books such as "The Catcher in the Rye," or
"Huckleberry Finn," are classic American works. Yet both of these books
have been banned at some time or another right here in Minnesota. Tell me,
how in the world are these children supposed to learn if their parents keep
banning the books?
Whether or not to listen, to watch, or to read something should be up to the
individual — or in children's cases, the parents. Our opinions are the one
thing in this world that is uniquely ours. We have them now and we will have
them forever.
I may not agree with everything that goes in the newspapers and on the
radio or in some books, but I do agree with those people's right to say it. No
matter who is saying it.
And if I don't like the opinion, I just turn the page.
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Bret
Bret Dzubay is like any other 8-yearold boy in that his favorite part of the
day is lunch.
In other ways Bret is very different,
because he has cerebral palsy.
Bret, like any other child attending
Plainview erementary school, must
wake up in the morning and get ready
for school.
His mother, Penny "mooches" him
until he's awake, changes his clothes
and makes him breakfast; Bret Jorefers pancakes. He then leaves for school
with his mother brother and sister on
one of the schoof's vans, and his school
day begins.
Bret's school agenda may look familiar because it includes reading, art,
math, music and physical education.
However, some parts of his agenda
have been created for his individual
needs.
For example, during adaptive physical education, Bret works with the electric wheelchair. During recess, he has
exercise time which consists of stretching with the assistance of his personal
aide. Bret also has one-to-one speech
lessons.
After school, Bret's motherpicks him
up and takes him home. When it's
bedtime, Bret likes to fall asleep to the
T.V. In particular, he watches the
Bulls or the shopping channel.

During Adaptive Physical Education, Bret works with the
electric wheelchair.

Rret's mom helps him get into the school's van before
going to school.

On days Bret doesn't have school and mom has to work, he goes to daycare. Here Bret
and Amanda Theisen, daughter of Bill and Paula Theisen of Plainview, laugh during play time.

.
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Bret's teachers help him to practice standing up.

Reading a book he found in the library.
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During "opening" , Bret sits on the floor with the other children
and they discuss things like what day of the week it is and the weather.

Michael Pavelka, son of Don and Joan Pavelka of Plainview, and Bret play
a game during physical education.

Bret's kindergarten teacher, Mrs. Kesley, helps him write.

Bret gets a hug from his mom after they get home from school.

(Photos and text by Angela Hanso
Bret writes in his letterbook during reading time.
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Reactions

Registration

Continued from page 1

Continued from page 1

"I'm afraid of where our economy is
head, • ; with a Democratic president
and :1) -mocratic congress, given
their tax and spend tendencies."
WSU Political science professor
Jim Bromeland was pleased with the
election results.
Said Bromland: "It's the first time
everyone I voted for won."
Senior political science major Ann
Burfeind, president of Students for
Clinton at WSU, was mostly pleased
by the elections.
"We're now going to have a Freedom of Choice Act passed and a president who knows what the environment is," Burfeind said. "When I
graduate at the end of the month, I'll
have an opportunity to pay back my
college loan through community service thanks to Clinton's agenda. These
are going to be the most exciting four
years of my life."
Burfeind said she thought Clinton
did well among students because he
was the only one of the three candidates to address student issues in a
serious fashion.
On a local level, Burfeind was
pleased to see Penny, Morse and
Pelowski all re-elected.
"All three of those candidates had
incredible showings among students
and I think that showed their attention to campus and student issues
paid off," Burfeind said.
However, Burfeind was not completely satisfied with the election.
"It was disheartening to see that
Solomon Simon didn't get elected to
the (Winona) City Council. I didn't
see (his opponent) Sandra Wyman
on campus once," said Burfeind. "I
hope she understands that we (students) are out here."
From a religious point of view
Haley was unhappy with Clinton's
stand on abortion and also with his
alleged marital infidelities.
"He's not a good role model for
our children, where as Bush and even
Perot are," Haley said.
Bromeland said that the economy
will play a major factor in the Clinton
administration.
"Presidents generally get too much
credit when the economy is good and
too much blame when it isn't," said
Bromeland.
Bromeland was also surprised that
so many incumbents were re-elected,
given the anti-incumbent atmosphere
that was so widely talked about leading up to the election. He was also
surprised so many states passed congressional term limits, seemingly contradicting themselves.
"At the same time you're sending
incumbents back you're limiting how
long they can stay there," Bromeland
said.
Burfeind is excited about the next
four years of Democratic rule.
"I've had a lot of students tell me
they feel a lot more optimistic after
the election," she said. "I was twelve
years old when Ronald Reagan was
elected so this (a Democrat in the
White House) is exciting."
Haley does not share Burfeind's
optimism.
"1996 will be the biggest Republican uprising ever because of how bad
Clinton's going to screw our nation

Clinton, was glad to see such a young
involvement in the electoral process.
She said, "I was proud to be a
WSU student, in particular after I
saw the voter turnout.
Burfeind was naturally pleased at
the outcome of the election. Said
Burfeind: "I was quite pleased, quite
ecstatic actually."
Of Bush's defeat Breckuner said,
"I was greatly disappointed in
America."
An independent voter who wished
to remain anonymous was very skeptical of Clinton's victory and worried
about what he will do now that he is
in office. This voter also stressed that
his vote was not influenced by any
party loyalty as he is distrustful of
parties.
"I pick the quality of the candidates and not their political parties."
he said, seeming to share a common
sentiment among voters. "Thomas
Jefferson warned us about political
parties."
An estimated 54 percent of the
registered voters in this country voted
in this election.
This year over 800 WSU students
voted in the Student Senate surveys.
Many went on to vote in the national
and local elections.
MTV's "Rock The Vote" campaign
no doubt played a critical part in the
record number of younger voter registrants. Musicians, actors and other
entertainers were involved in this
campaign.
Candidtes endorsed voter registration as well.
Ross Perot stressed the need for
Americans to get out and vote if they
wanted to "take their country back"
in this election.

GOOD LUCK ON
YOUR FINALS W.S.U.
STUDENTS AND

HAVE A
GREAT BREAK!

r

THIS SUNDAY
GOOD SEATS
STILL AVAILABLE

Cultural Day
Continued from page 1
well as the elementary school, enjoyed themselves throughout the d ay,
many concurred that possibly one of
the brightest moments came during
lunchtime. At this time a group of 70
Bangladesh students from WSU organized a trip to a nearby Bengali
restaurant.
Unfortunately, this thought provoking day had to end. However, the
closing of the day left perhaps the
most dramatic impact upon the students. Before the final bell rang there
was a parade of all the various nations represented during the course
of the day. These nations were represented through the pride of their
countrymen, and their willingness to
teach and expose others to diversity.
The whole day was successfully
completed through the cooperation
of the International Student Program
and the administration of Cathedral
Elementary School. It was designed
to follow the charter of the International Student Organization to provide the Winona Area Community
with a better understanding of the
diversity in the community, as well
as the world.

The Role Playing Special
Interest Group presents the
2nd Annual
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December 12, 1992
12 Noon - In the Smaug
First pace has the chance of
becoming State Representafive to the nationall playoffs in
erwii 9 Eli.
Prizes for first through third place winners.

$5 registration fee

SUNDAY, NOVEMBER 15 ■ 8PM
MAYO CIVIC CENTER
Tickets available at the Mayo Civic Center Box Office (M-F 10AM-5:30PM, Sat
10AM-2PM), TicketMaster Outlets (including Dayton's) or charge by phone:

tA4r5ig

( 5 0 7 ) 252- 101 0
For information call 1-800-422-2199.

,$) 1935 Porker Brothers

hit
C 1935 Porker Brothers

G&G lbur Brokers
Presents

SPRING BREAK '93
Grand Bahamas

Gr e at Br e

Part I: PALM BEACH FLORIDA:
Arrival 'Day I, Hilton Hotel
includes First Day & Night Accomodal, ions.
Part II: CRUISE:
8 lir. Cmise Aboard Palm Beath CrUiSf? Line
"VIKING PRINCESS" Passage Tickets Included
Alorig witIi Shuttle Transportation - Between
Port of Palm Beach and Hilton Palm Beach.
Breakfast and. Lunch, 2\11 Ship _Board
Activities Paid!
Part TIT: GRAM BAHAMA'S:
4 Days. 3 Nights Accom ► dations at
The Sun Club Resort Freeport
Grand Bahamas - $1500 Discount Meal Book
and Shopping Book Included,
2 Casinos, Horseback Riding, GoIf,
Tennis, Plenty of Beach 8.: Booze,
•• ■ • 1: 'is.
Return Cruise 4th Night Aboard
"VIKING PRINCESS- with Surf and Turf
Dinner Included!!

CALLTODOI FOR
RESERVATIONS AND
INFORMATION.
G&G TOURS BROKERS
HOUSTON TEXAS
Part I through Part lU
all included

$ 1 9 9 00

Per Person

G&G is a
member of:
1.) Greater South Houston
Chamber of Commerce
2.) Subscriber to the Better
Business Bureau Standard.
call 1-800-526-1993

Rests t ions:
Part IV: ORLANDO FLORIDA:
4 Days, 3 Nights Accomodations Paid
at FLAG SHIP INN
Located next. to Disney 'World. Epcot,
& Sea World,
Used first night i. t Florida or anytime
after,
±'Y
#

e

"
tee"

AV,"

You must confirm your reservation 60 days in advance
Traveler must provide transportation to mid from Florida.
Traveler must have proof of citizenship 1E, Birthcertificate.
voters registration, NO PASSPORT REQUIRED,
Port & Service Charges additional, Processing and
Reservation Charges
are $79 per person due at departure.
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Variety

Sandler LIVE!

WSU entertained by Saturday

Night Live's Adam Sandler
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The comedian Adam Sandler, from the television show 'Saturday Night Live" entertained a huge
audience last Thursday evening in the Somsen auditorium.

By STEPHANIE GIBBS &
PAULA HOUSTON
Variety Reporters

"Live from Winona, it's Saturday Night!"
"We must introduce this most
wimpy man from New York...Mr.
Adam Sandler," Hans and Franz
said.
Adam Sandler is best known for
his comedic act on Saturday Night
Live, and his characters include
Cajun man, Opera man, and Candy
man.
The famous Hans and Franzbody
builders from Saturday Night Live
were portrayed by Joe Reed and UPac President Brent Erler in a skit to
set the mood for the event before
they introduced well-known
Sandler Nov. 5 in Somsen Auditorium.
"You wimpy Winona boys are
no match for us," Hans and Franz
said, "Look at all of the girly men
out there. Hear me now and believe
me later."
U-PAC sponsored the event and
tickets were sold for $1, needless to
say Somsen Auditorium was packed
to capacity, and students had to
search to find a place to sit down.
The real fun began when Adam
Sandler came out onto stage.
The Winona students gave him a
warm welcome. The noise in the
auditorium was deafening, with a
great deal of clapping and shouting.
Sandler began his act talking
about his personal life and commenting on the type of women he
prefers.

"My father said to me, I want
you to marry a girl with the
same belief as the family.
And I said, why should I
marry someone who thinks
I'm a jerk?"

Adam Sandler
"Good looking girls make me too
nervous, I like a mediocre chick."
Sandler shared his views on his
family, describing his father.
"My father said to me, I want you
to marry a girl with the same belief as
the family. And I said, why should I
marry someone who thinks I'm a
jerk?"
"I never stopped laughing because
we share the same kind of humor,"
freshman Mass communication major Ann Malone said.
Sandler did various impressions
of U2's Bono, Bruce Springsteen,
Guns' N' Roses's Axl Rose turned
Edith Bunker, and he threw in a touch
of Pearl Jam.
"His imitations were awesomer,
sophomore mass communication
major Jeff Hefty said.
"My favorite parts were the impressions on the guitar," sophomore
computer science major Eric Johnson
said.
"There was a warden in New York
who took a leave of absence," Sandler
said, "So, they had a substitute warden take over for a while, and the
inmates said to the substitute

warden,'the real warden lets us stand
on this side of the wall'."
Sandler reminisced back to his
college days and said," I know you
put towels around your doors so your
R.A. can't smell anything."
"I thought he related to the students really well, and his musical
impressions were really funny,"
sophomore secondary education
major Chris Lavold said.
"Here's a song I wrote called
School Nurse," Sandler said," You
say you're sick, but I don't believe
you, you throw up on my shoe...now
I believe you."
Other songs included School Janitor, Substitute Bus driver,School
Counselor, and School Lunch Lady.
"I thought the whole show was
great!", freshman pre-med major
Angie VanNess said.
The School Librarian song went
something like this:
"Hush be quiet, Hush be quiet
Others are trying to read
No, you can't check out that encyclopedia
Well, that's a nice notebook... is it
a Mead?
Topics ranged from his relationship with his grandmother, parents,
close friends, sex in the '90s, and his
girlfriend. "Have you ever noticed
when you're listening to heavy metal
stations they never give you a traffic
report?" Sandler said. The audience
seemed to thoroughly enjoy Sa ndler's
humor and presentation.
Adam Sandler had the audience
laughing until it hurt, and everyone
left the auditorium feeling good.

Winona State boasts flying club
By TREVA MARUJ
Variety Reporter

Winona State University has a program beneath its wings- airplane wings
that is.
The Winona State Flying Club was established in 1973 by three individuals: Danna Johnson, Ross Miller, and George Boland.
Boland, a graduate of Oregon State University and the University of Utah,
is currently in charge of the club.
In 1973, former Winona State President DuFresne and the administration
decided to start an aviation minor and Boland was put in charge.
Boland is in charge of coordinating the private aircraft air travel for the
university.
The club is directly associated with the Airway Science Program. Winona
State is one of the 52 FAA Airway Science Universities.
Winona State's program has one of the most extensive programs in
Minnesota, Wisconsin and Iowa.

Women's
rugby club
new to WSU
By JESSICA ADSIT
Variety Reporter

"We still want people to
Dogs bark, cats meow. Dogs run, join, and we don't want to
cats prance. Doggs and Katts, how- scare people away. We
ever, both play rugby.
wantthem to know that most
With help from the men's rugby
team, the Doggs, a women's rugby of the girls on the team have
team, called the Katts, has been never played before, either."

added to the list of Winona State
University clubs. The 23-member
team just recently had their constitution passed, allowing them to
practice and to participate in scrimmages and games.
"We all used to go to the guys
rugby games and just thought we
should get a team together," said
Nat Lewandowski, a sophomore
criminal justice major.
The team started to develop last
spring quarter, but it wasn't until
this year that they really began to
play. "We started out just learning
the basic skills of the game," said
Marcia Suelfow, a sophomore exert' cise science major and president of
the dub.
"When I found out there was
going to be a women's rugby team,
I was so psyched," said Tanya Finley,
a junior exercise science major.
The team is planning to do some
fundraising in order to earn money
for uniforms and traveling. They
will be selling ceramic rugby mugs
and rugby bumper stickers.
The first scrimmage of the year
was played with Macallister University on Oct. 31. The women practiced with the MacCallister team and
then the two teams were mixed up
for the actual scrimmage.
'The rules of the game are the
same for both men and women,"
said Becky Lunde, a sophomore
computer science major, and vice-

Bridget Cavanaugh,
sophomore nursing
major
president of the dub. "We just don't
play as rough as they guys!"
The majority of the scrimmages
and games will be played this upcoming spring. "We still want
people to join," said Bridget
Cavanaugh, a sophomore nursing
major. "We don't want to scare
people away, so we want them to
know that most of the girls on the
team have never played before either."
Maureen Dolan, a Winona attorney, has volunteered to help the
team learn the rules of the game and
also various drills for practice.
Dolan played rugby in both California, and at the University of Minnesota.
The cold weather has prompted
the women to begin looking for an
indoor facility where they can practice. 'Right now, practice consists
of a lot of conditionng. We usually
run and then do push-ups and situps," said Cavanaugh.
Suelfow said, "People think
we're a bunch of hard-ass girls because we play. It's really just a
mental game of concentration and
finesse."

The program is unique in that its concentration is on management and
computer science. Students graduate with a business major and a minor in
aviation.
There are three four-year universities which are MSU, WSU, SCU which
have these programs.
The Club provides training with a cost 25 to 75 percent below the cost of
other institutions.
Student involved first take a primary course which is Physics 200-fundamentals of aviation. This also fulfills a general education requirement.
Students then go on to receive their private pilot certificate by taking flying
lessons.
Scott Weger, junior business administration major/airway science minor,
has been flying for about 6 months.
"My first solo flight was filled with the usual nervousness and excitement,
he said. "Now I have built up enough confidence to fly with relatively no
worries."

Winona State has been given a monetary gift and with that has established
the King Aviation Safety and Resource Center at the Winona Airport which
is the first of its kind.
The Center functions to provide education and safety training to area
pilots and students.
The focal point of the center is the $90,000 multi-engine Visual Simulator.
Winona State's Airway Science program is the only program in the state
having it's own facilities on an airport.
The Club also has an excess of 5,000 square feet available for classes and
flight training.
The center is also an FAA written test Center and is the most extensive of
any University in the State.
"We have an impressive fleet in numbers, equipment, and sophistication,"
said Boland. "It is probably the best kept secret in aviation in the upper
Midwest."

New X Art Ensemble
holds album release party
By NABEEL ALI
Variety Reporter

Billy Curmano, a well knowni
performance artist in Winona as
well as elsewhere, was in town with,
his band "New X Art Ensemble"
for an "Album release party" on
the evening of November 7th.
Winona Art center was transformed into a dimly lit cozy corner,
very comfortable and friendly for
the "party." The audience was
greeted by a person dressed as a
cow which later on Billy Curmano
described as an inspirational animal.
Despite the fact that the music
of the "New X Art Ensemble" resembled jazz more than any other
form of music, Curmano and his
band members refused to categorize it as jazz.
"It is 'bastard jazz or 'jazz meets
riff rap' or something like that," is
Curmano's way of describing their
music.
Shawn Dalton, the bassist of the
band, said, "We play because we
have fun while we play. Ours is an
alternative form of music where
we are free to explore our ideas."
The show started with a song
based on a schizophrenic experience which is not in the album but
was played in order to get "warmed
up", to use Curmano's words.
The album or the cassette, as
Curmano himself could not decide
what it is, has many songs of immediateexperiences as well as ones
with profound messages. "It always remains the same" would be
an example of the former, which
was inspired by watching the
waves come in by Lake Superior.
The 'People in the streets" would
be an example of the latter, which
is dedicated to the people living in
the streets. A number of the songs
in the album are instrumentals and
very meditative in essence.
The album ends with a short

invocation concerning the settlers
coming into America and the buffaloes disappearing one by one.
Curmano said, "We put the invocation at the very end of the album,
unlike our previous concert performances, because we had had some
negative responses from the audiences. Even though we do not care if
anyone likes our performances or not,
we at least did not want to scare them

Dilton on the base guitar, D.L. Hunt
away."
Curmano said the invocation was on the French horn, Steve Smith on
a kind of "religious thing" to do but the reeds, James B. Quick Degnan on
he personally prefers to refer to the the flugal horn and trombone while
Billy Curmano himself plays the vireligion as an 'unspecified' one.
"We are not here to entertain, we braphone, dulcimer, harmonica and
do whatever feels comfortable and an ancient African musical instruwe hope to be appreciated." This was
Curmano's comment on their perfor- See New X continued on pg. 12
mance.
The band is composed of Shawn

Tamberlaln Jacobs /Photo Editor
A recently formed group called the New X Art and Ensemble" performed last Saturday evening in the
Winona Art Center on the corner of 5th and Franklin.

.
.
Criticism •Sz Review
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Homosexual lifestyles misunderstood in Gay
By SUSAN BISCO
Literary Critic

White, Edmund, ed. The Faber Book of Gay Short Fiction. London: Faber
and Faber, 1991. 586 pp.
The Faber Book of Gay Short Fiction is an anthology spotlighting presumably
premiere writers of gay fiction.. Tennessee Williams, Gore Vidal and Henry
James are included in the anthology as well as other fairly well-known
writers.
Unfortunately, the anthology, written exclusively by gay men, has very
few positive images of homosexuality.
The anthology is written in a kind of chronological order. This chronology
reflects the changing attitudes toward homosexuality by both society and the
writers themselves.
The earlier works reflect some feelings of homosexuals who are coming to
terms with their sexuality. Repression, guilt and even a little self-hatred are
some of the themes explored in the earlier works.
"The Pupil" by Henry James, written in the later nineteenth century, never
mentions a homosexual relationship or even homosexual feelings between
the two main characters, a tutor and his pupil.
However, James does make it clear that if the pupil had lived at the end
of the story, the likelihood of their relationship developing is strong. This
treatment of homosexuality, by not dealing with it directly is evident in much
of the earlier writings.
Another earlier work, Gore Vidal's "Pages From an Abandoned Journal,"
begins to reflect more openness toward homosexual literature. He presents
a disturbing account of a man that becomes aware of his own homosexuality,
denouncing it in the beginning, embracing it in the end.
This world of the homosexual, in Paris at the turn of the century, is
presented by Vidal as driven by drugs and alcohol and focuses on a character
(besides the narrator) who prefers young boys. This disturbing scenario is
typical for The Faber Anthology of Gay Short Fiction.
The anthology deals with a diverse subject matter such as: drugs, alcohol,
sadism, masochism, public orgies, casual sex and sexual abuse of young boys.
Most disturbing is the nagging reminder that these stories are written by
gay writers.
Are they recounting true feelings or reflecting the anger and frustration
which springs from a repressive culture? Conflicts within the book itself

through the story, is continuously drunk as he and his mate travel the
country, engaging in both petty crime and enthusiastic sadomasochism.
There are a couple of bright spots in this anthology that seem mor(
reflective of homosexuality as a whole and are certainly less offensive.
One is James Baldwin's portrayal of two young black lovers in "Ju'
Above My Head."
His story demonstrates real care and sensitivity between two mer
during sex.
Perhaps because this story is told at a distance by the brother of one
the lovers, it is as tender and sympathetic as it is.
Timothy Ireland's "The Novice" is another interesting, sensitive por
trayal of homosexuality, depicting not casual lovers, but a committee
couple who seem to be ready and willing to stay together for life.
Life, however, may not be for long. A brief mention of a "sickness'
implies that one of the lovers will die soon, giving this particular story bott
sadness and contentment at the same time.
Editor Edmund White acknowledges the division in gay literature. HE
notes writers such as Felice Picano who asserts that since "sex is the onl)
thing that defines homosexuality," a gay man that does not write abou
homosexual sex in their work, is to be a "traitor."
At the same time, White Acknowledges younger gay writers who fee
"that unbridled sex scenes in fiction are irresponsible and even criminall)
dangerous" (xvii).
This division is apparent inThe Faber Anthology of Gay Short Fiction.
Despite the assertion that sex is such an integral part of homosexuality
much of this anthology could be considered crude and pornographic
detracting completely from any social statements the writers may hav(
been wanting to make about homosexuality. In a few instances the qualit and style of the writing could be submitted by readers of Penthouse.
This is unfortunate. While an anthology is an excellent way to spotlight
writers of "minority" status, this particular anthology can only serve tc
further enforce a misunderstanding of the lifestyle of a homosexual.
The anthology is not an example of literature that will open people':
minds to alternative lifestyles; rather, the book could contribute to the
presence of homophobia in our society.

"The young man's impression of his prospective pupil,
who had first come into the
room, as if to see for himself, as
soon as Pemberton was admitted, was not quite the soft solicitation the visitor had taken
for granted. Morgan Moreen
was, somehow, sickly without
being delicate, and that he
looked intelligent (it is true
Pemberton wouldn't have enjoyed his being stupid) only
added to the suggestion that, as
with his big mouth and big ears
he really couldn't be called
pretty, he might by unpleasant.
Pemberton was modest—he
was even timid; and the chance
that the small scholar might
prove cleverer than himself had
quite figured, to his nervousness, among the dan g ers of an
untried experiment.'

'

-- The Pupil by Henry James
leave this question unanswered.
Drugs and alcohol would be a factor for a group of people who, by what
they consider their very being, are different from mainstream society.
Unfortunately, it would not seem, when reading this anthology, the
"liberation of gay people" in the past decade or two, has changed this
problem.
Alcohol is a main force in a recent story by James Estep.
Estep's "BM," in which the main character, who turns eighteen midway

Soul Asylum Like the sands
through the hourglass .. .
misleadin
ERDMANN
Television Critic

By RON

By GREG TALMO
Music Critic
Grave Dancers Union. Soul Asylum. David Pirner (Vocals, Guitar,
Other Stuff), Daniel Murphy (Guitar, Vocals), Grant Young (Drums), Karl
Mueller (Bass). Somebody To Shove, Black Gold, Runaway Train, Keep It Up,

Homesick, Get On Out, New World, April Fool, Without A Trace, Growing Into
Y ou, 99%, The Sun Maid. (45:04) COLUMBIA. 48898. (CD).
Listenable
Recording:
Performance: Ho-Hum
Misleading and Boring. These two words completely sum up the new
Soul Asylum album. With the moderate hype that surrounded the release
of this new album by the 'cities band Soul Asylum I was thinking, "How can
it be bad?" A lot of people have heard it and told me it was good, besides
the Soul Asylum fans that I know were waiting in breathless anticipation of
the album. From this then, I was thinking it can't be bad, and might even
be good. I was, even, looking forward to reviewing it.
I was wrong, or at least misled.
Soul Asylum, a "garage band" from the place that spawned other
notable, and quite good bands, such as the Replacements, Husker Du, and
the Troggs (remember "Surfin' Bird"), can't be all bad, right? "Wrong" is
definitely an inadequate word with which to answer the question, let's just
say that they are not all good.
As I said in the first paragraph, the album is misleading. Right from the
start the CD looked interesting. The cover looks as if it is some sort of postapocalyptic photo from the "Rust Belt." And bears, in my mind at least, a
striking resemblance to the cover to Led Zeppelin's Houses of Holy. Good
start.
So I plop the CD into the Dennon to give it a listen.
First song "Somebody To Shove," really good, riveting and a generally
all around good song; at first listen. Upbeat, driving tempo, interestingly
strange lyrics, this promises to be a good album.
Second song, "Black Gold." Nice mellow guitar intro, followed upon by
a guitar assault, that through out the song trades of with the mellow intro.
Not bad at all, the repetition gets old, and it seems as if I've heard these riffs
elsewhere. Although the cacophony of the bridge is interesting.
Third song, "Runaway Train," a very Replacements-esqe song, albeit
quite tiring. The chorus is quite monotonous, and the worst part is that it
contains a riff that you can't get out of your head, even though you don't like
the song: a lot like the like the songs Michael Jackson sings.
Song four. "Keep It Up": Again, starts interesting but then just fades into
noise.
Five, "Homesick": I know I've heard this before, they stole the music
from Warren Zevon's 'Renegade" off Mr. Bad Example!!
Six, "Get On Out": Is this Soul Asylum or Bon Jovi?
Seven, "New World": This is a serious power ballad: lame.
Eight., "April Fool": This is Bon Jovi! Give me a break.
Nine. "Leave Without A Trace," I really wish they would.
Ten. "Growing Into You," obviously what they want this album to do,
so people will like it.
Eleven, "99%": Soul Asylum meets Sonic Youth, in more than just the
song title.
Twelve, 'The Sun Maid": A astoundingly bad power ballad, with a
plodding Beatles-esqe melody of the Sgt. Pepper's era. Thank god it's over.
Misleading, and boring; yep that about sums it up.

CD courtesy of Face The Music

Weekday afternoons, a hush
falls over America as daytime television gives way to the soap opera.
These are very popular programs,
there's no question about that.
What boggles the mind is the timeless classic question . . . Why?
I've had my exposure to the
world of soap operas, and I'm
thankful that I made it out alive
and without any irreparable damages. My stint as a Days of Our Lives
fan has led me to believe that the
entire soap opera genre is evil.
Why? Fasten your seat belts and let
me tell you.
First and foremost, it's just too
darn confusing for the average television brain to handle. Let's take
Roman Brady, for example. The
original actor that portrayed Roman left the show a long time ago,
so they had to bring in a new guy to
play Roman. Well, the original
Roman was extremely popular, so
they want him to be Roman again,
without getting rid of the replacement Roman ( does your brain hurt
yet?). They bring original Roman
back, and the replacement Roman
was never Roman at all! You have
just witnessed the creation of a new
character, John Black.
It seems as if the biggest problem in Salem isn't finding out who
is doing what to whom, it's making
sure you have the correct birth certificate.
That whole little situation is ridiculous. They have tampered
without minds about other characters, too. The guy who played Bo
Brady (the show's stud ) had

It seems as if the biggest problem in Salem isn't
finding out who is doing what to whom, it's making
sure you have the correct birth certificate.

The Ratings Race For The Week Of
October 12 1992
YOUNG AND RESTLESS 7.8 • .
ALL MY CHILDREN 6.7

BOLD AND BEAUTIFUL 5.5
AS THE WORLD TURNS 5.4

GENERAL HOSPITAL 5.1
ONE LIFE TO LIVE 5.1

GUIDING LIGHT 5.0
DAYS OF OUR LIVES 4.5

ANOTHER WORLD 3.1
LOVING 2.6

SANTA BARBARA 2.4

a very high, nasal voice.
When he left the show not all that
long ago, they replaced him with a
guy that looks virtually identical to
the orginal Bo, but his voice is significantly lower. You look at the guy and
think to yourself, "This guy can't be
Bo...well, maybe he finally reached
puberty."
This can't be healthy for avid viewers, because I feel like I am having an
aneurysm just thinking about it!
Someday some poor teenage girls's
head is going to explode, and boy

will NBC have a lot of explaining to
do.
Also, the writers are so inhumane
to these characters! A more appropriate title would be "Days of Vicious
Torture and Physical Beatings." Have
you ever taken a closer look at what
they have done to the characters millions of people have grown to love?
Shane Donovan crippled by a bomb a
long time ago...he got off easy.
When the character of Stever
"Patch" Johnson was leaving the
show, they put him in a boat and

blew it up.
What scares me is the fact that
they are ready to bring him back
sometime soon (maybe he was never
"Patch" after all) Marlena Brady has
probably taken the biggest beating
over the years. They've had her fall
off of a very tall building face first
onto the concrete, she was hurled to
the ground in an airplane which
caused her to lose her memory, and
she currently resides at the bottom of
a well with a broken ankle and is
given only bread and water.
She's "The Terminator." I just know
it.
They don't even take mercy on
small children. All the little kids that
have played Shawn Douglas Brady
will probably turn to a life of violent
crime (like the majority of the Different Strokes cast) after the hell that
poor guy has gone through.
He has been told that his mother is
dead on two seperate occasions, he's
been deaf fora couple of months, and
he's been trapped underground for
an extended period of time.
Put all of this brutality together
with that hideous theme song of
theirs, and they've got a little Clockwork Orange situation in effect.
The fact that Days of Our Lives (or
any soap opera, for that matter) is as
popular as it is says a lot about the
country we live in. Either soap opera
fans enjoy taking a break from the
problems of their lives by tuning in to
revel in the problems of others, or
they will just watch anything.
That's what's beautiful about the
television, you can watch whatever
you wish.
My only advice to you is, proceed
with caution.

River brings 1920 s to life
By CHRIS MAHLE
Movie Critic

Raging whitewater streams of
Livingston, Montana, provide the
backdrop for Robert Redford's moving adaption of the 1976 novella
Norman Maclean.
A River Runs Through It
is
Maclean's autobiographical account
of the summer following his graduation from Dartmouth College in
1925 and his return to his home in
Mazoola. This summer proves to be
a monumental time for Norman
(Craig Sheffer), marking the courting of his future wife, Jesse (Emily
Lloyd) and his acceptance fora teaching position in Chicago.
The most important aspect of this
summer, however, proves to be
Norman's reunion with his reckless
younger brother, Paul (Brad Pitt)
who has become a rather well-

known writer for a local newspaper.
Thus, the focus of this story centers around Norman's fascination
with his brother's carefree, zest that
has allowed him to turn rule-breaking into an art form that dangerously combines grace with risk.
Redford has brought to the screen
a fascinating spectacle the glides
comfortably over the course of two
hours and fifteen minutes without
becoming tedious.
The pacing is aided largely by
the efforts of a superb cast. Sheffer
has the unenviable task as Norman,
to present a relatively bland observer
of the story's far more interesting
secondary characters.
Pitt (Thelma and Louise), who resembles a cross between a young
Robert Redford and James Dean,
supplies plenty of color and charm,
giving Paul an untamed quality that
mocks life's rules with confidence
and limited bits of luck.
The chemistry between these

As a comfortable diversion, A River Runs
Through It will roll over
you and catch you in its
waves.
brothers is distinctly genuine and is
periodically solidified during their
outings to go fly-fishing, an activity
that provides the backbone that binds
the Maclean boys.
The skill was first taught to them
by their father (Tom Skerritt), a Presbyterian Minister with an undying
appreciation for nature's magic.
Even in this context, Paul has set
his own rules breaking away from
their father's rigidly rhythmic casting in favor of "shadow-casting," a
style that transcends this pastime into
an art form filled with grace and
beauty.
Redford has given his film a loving quality that turns scenes of fish-

ing into a truly swooping spectacle.
Often, it becomes perplexing how a
story with relatively little happening in it remains so enthralling.
The credit must go to Redford for
establishing a comfortable atmosphere that pulls in the viewer much
like a good book and creates an
most hypnotic state of unrvaveling
that can be soaked up without a
hitch.
A River Runs Through It brings
the 1920's to life with speakeasies,
flappers and jazz. In addition, it is
also a revival of the values of that
time, specifically the importance or
the family and the desire to make
those ties unseverable.
Today, with presidential campaigns centering around those values, a movie that convey this sentiment in a meaningful way is truly
refreshing.
As a comfortable diversion, A
River Runs Through It will roll over
you and catch you in its waves.
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Vou know,iff Sorrdlculous. If I dorif cali my
parents every Sunday at exactly 5 o'clock,
they think I was kid napped by aliens, or
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Mark, we decide +$0 +ake-off and checkout
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Calling
watch.
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o'clock.
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so
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card and I head down +0 the local pool hail.
(which I happen to know has a payphohe)
And I fell the folks fhe Martians send
their best"

o matter where you happen to be, the AT&T
Calling Card can take you home.
It's also the least expensive way to call
state-to-state on AT&T, when you can't dial direct. With
the new AT&T Call and Save Plan, you'll get special discounts
on AT&T Calling Card calls': And once you have your card,

you'll never need to apply for another.
If you get your Calling Card now, your first call will
be free* And you'll become a member of AT&T Student
Saver Plus, a program of products and services that
saves students time and money.
All of which makes the AT&T Calling Card out of this world.
■111111111,
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Toget an AT&T Calling Card for off-campus calling, call 1 800 654-0471 Ext. 850.
■
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This Week's HOT SPOT
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What's going on. . .
"Engravings from the Paul Watkins Collection:
Shakespeare and OtherThemes" will open at the Paul
Watkins Gallery in Watkins Hall on Nov.12 at Winona
State University.
The show will be open to the public weekdays from
Nov. 12 - Nov. 25. The engravings and other prints in
this exhibition are a small part of a collection of art
objects presented to Winona State during the 1920's
and early 1930's by the family of Paul Watkins. For
more information, contact Judy Schlawin, Paul Watkins
Gallery director, at 457-5391.
The Winona State University 1992-1993 Lyceum Series is presenting Carol F. Karlsen a history professor
at the University of Michigan-Ann Arbor and the author
of a book on New England witchcraft. Karlsen will be
presenting "The Devil in the Shape of a Woman:
Women and New England Witchcraft" on Nov. 12 at
7:30 p.m. in the Performing Arts Center in the Recital
Hall.
Students for Choice will be showing the movie Roe vs.
Wade on Nov. 16 at 8 p.m. in the Performing Arts
Recital Hall. All are welcome to attend and learn about
this landmark case.
Winona State University's Symphonic Wind Ensemble
will be having a concert on Nov. 15 at 3 p.m. in the
Performing Arts Center Auditorium. The cost is $1.00
for students and $2.00 for the general public.
College students now have an opportunity to get their
poetry published in an internationally distributed anthology. Sigma Publishing, a Midwest based publishing company, is now seeking, by invitation only, submissions for their newest publication,The Book of
American Collegiate Poetry. Contributing authors are
encouraged to express themselves freely and openly
on any number of topics, such as humor, love, tragedy,
environment, politics, sex... Anyone interested in learning more about this opportunity should write Sigma
Publishing at 4217 Highland Rd., Suite 188, Waterford,
MI 48328.

A change of pace
a.m. to 4 p.m. in May through Sep-

By JEAN 0 AND STEVE T

The Hot Spot Spies

The hot spot spies would like to
explain the purpose of this column.
This column tries to show alternative
things to do in your free time, whether
it is going to one of the local "out of
the way" bars or taking a short jaunt
to some of the areas historical sites.
When you go out to socialize, how
do you choose your beer? Is it the
brand name? How much it costs? Or
where it comes from, and how it was
made? Or do you care at all?
A tour of G. Heileman Brewery in
La Crosse may make a change in your
attitude.
Tours run Monday through Saturday hourly from 10 am to 3 pm
from October through April and 8

tember.
The tour starts out at the Heileman
tour center and gift shop, and takes
you through the complete beer making process.
They show a fifteen minute video
before the tour to show the bottling
and packaging process. (The tours
do not go into those areas for insurance and quality control reasons.)
The tour as a whole takes about an
hour.
On the way through it you learn a
lot about the history of the brewery.
For example, the old tour center used
to be open for a happy hour with free
beer available.
The Mariners Return Stuby was
not a big room and couldn't hold all
of the people who wanted a drink.
They had lines going down the street.
You are also shown where the

founder, Gottleib Heileman lived
when he came to La Crosse in 1853
and built his brew house with his
partner John Gunn. The house is now
used as the plant offices.
The tour was very interesting from
a historical perspective. It shows you
a part of the local history that can not
be viewed anywhere else.
The tour guide was very helpful.
She was willing to answer questions,
and she helped to find the answers if
she didn't already know them.
It was also very informative. One
does not often think about where the
beer you drink comes from the tour
gives you a chance to see that it is not
just a matter of pouring it into a can
and sending it off to you. It is a long
process that takes about a month to
make.
At the beginning each person is
issued two tokens that are good for

one drink at the tour center's bar.
They offer several different types of
beer, non-alcoholic beer, soda pop,
and La Croix water. Everything but
the pop is made there at the brewery.
The tour on the whole was very
nice. We do not recommend this to
someone who doesn't care about how
their beer is made, but those who are
interested will enjoy it very much.
The tour is offered free of charge,
making it a cheap excursion when
you need to get a break from Winona
life.
* Poor ** Fair *** Good **** Very
Good ***** Excellent
Atmosphere: ' Cleanliness:
nonapplicable Food: nonapplicable
Service: ****1 /2 Extras: ***** Price:
***** (FREE!!) Overall: ****1 /2

New X
continued from page 10
ment called embira.
Besides the band, Billy Curmano
is currently involved in a Mississippi
river project in which he plans to
swim from the source of the river
down to the Gulf of Mexico over a
period of several years. So far he has
covered 1183 miles, which includes
St. Louis. Other performance artists
and groups, he said, have been really
co-operative in this respect. In his
own words, the basic idea of this
project is to "reclaim the river." It is a
protest against the pollution of the
river.
Photo Illustrations by Kell Houtaling/Winonan Staff
Left: Marcy Campbell portrays good study habits by sitting at a table and concentrating on her
homework, while right: Michelle Hartly portrays bad study habits by listening to her walkman at the
same time as doing her homework
-

Nutrition Nibbles
If you are watching your weight or trying to cut down on fat, and you're
afraid you might gobble up too much over Thanksgiving, stop worrying.
The typical Thanksgiving dinner is lower in fat and more nutritous than
what many of us eat everyday.
Turkey breast meat without the skin is extremely low in fat (1 /2 gram of
fat for 3 slices) while dark meat is a bit higher but is still low fat if you don't
eat the skin.
Mashed potatoes (without butter) are low in fat, and you can de-fat your
gravy by chilling it in the fridge and skimming off the fat when it settles on
top.
Sweet potatoes and pumpkin pie are loaded with beta-carotene which can
reduce your risk of cancer and increase your resistance to infection.
If you eat a low fat diet on most days, it won't hurt you to indulge a bit on
Thanksgivng.
So relax and gobble up a little more turkey.
BRENDA LOTH, WSU NUTRITIONIST

MEXICAN RESTAURANT
1415 SERVICE DR. - WINONA. MN , 452-8202

PRINCIPLES of SOUND RETIREMENT INVESTING
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IRONICALLY, THE TIME TO START
SAVING FOR RETIREMENT IS WHEN IT LOOKS
LIKE YOU CAN LEAST AFFORD IT.

C

an't afford to save for retirement?
The truth is, you can't afford not to.
Not when you realize that your retirement
can last 20 to 30 years or more. You'll want
to live at least as comfortably then as you
do now. And that takes planning.
By starting to save now, you can take
advantage of tax-deferral and give your
money time to compound and grow.
Consider this: set aside just $100 each
month beginning at age 3o and you can
accumulate over $192,539* by the time
you reach age 65. But wait ten years and
you'll have to budget $227 each month
to reach the same goal.

Even if you're not counting the years to
retirement, you can count on TIAA-CREF
to help you build the future you deserve—
with flexible retirement and tax-deferred
annuity plans, a diverse portfolio of investment choices, and a record of personal
service that spans 75 years.
Over a million people in education and
research put TIAA-CREF at the top of
their list for retirement planning. Why not
join them?
Call today and learn how simple it is
to build a secure tomorrow when you
have time and TIAA-CREF working on
your side.

Start planning your future. Call our Enrollment Hotline 1800 842-2888.

•Domestic Pitchers
.14 oz. Famous Long Islands
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Ensuring the future
for those who shape it.sm

-Shots of Doctor

Ladies and gentlemen
Presenting...

Thula Nov.

19
*E n d of Quarter
Bilow WI*
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Come get negatized with us
every Thursday night!!
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Sports
Warriors fall short of upset
gave life to an otherwise slumping Warrior offense.
Vogt completed a pass on 3rd and 13 that put the ball on
the 16-yard line.
That set up a field goal attempt, only to have it blocked
If someone predicted the Winona State Warriors to
lose to the 15th ranked team in the nation (NAIA) by three by SSU, but the Warriors were still in the game with the
points and even have a chance to pull off an upset if it 15th ranked Mustangs.
Says wide receiver Tim Hanson, who
wasn't for a late interception, one might
caught
four passes for 66 yards," We
think that person was out in the cold too
knew we could beat 'em. We played
long.
better on the field but we had no points
Well, it almost happened this past Saton the board."
urday at Maxwell Field as the Warriors
"We played better on
Winona State started the second half
were defeated by Southwest State Uni- the field but we had no
with great field position.
versity, 20-17.
SSU elected to try another on-side
Due to an injury to their number one points on the board."
kick because of the dangerous Ludy.
ranked passer in the nation, Southwest
The offense drove from from the 48had to go with Forrest Schneider, who
yard line down to the five where they
Tim Hanson
replaced the injured Jeff Loots last week
faced 4th and inches.
and was honored as player of the week in
Vogt handed off to Ludy who not
the conference.
only
picked up the first down, he kept
He got off to a shaky start as he threw
running and scored the team's first points
at least four perfect passes to the Winona
of the day.
defense, but the "D" could not hang on to them.
With the score tied, the defense held Southwest's noOn Winona's second possession, Dave Ludy could not
hang on to the ball and fumbled it over to the Mustangs. huddle, shotgun offense and they had to punt.
Unlike recent second halves, the Warriors scored again
QB Schneider instantly threw a screen for 38-yards
and a few plays later SSU scored from 10 yards out to go via a 33-yard field goal and took the lead at 10-7.
The Mustangs took the lead back in the fourth quarter
up, 7-0.
The Warriors picked up two first downs and were when the earlier-nervous-but-now-unrattled -quarterback
driving when they faced a 4th and 12 and went for it only completed a touchdown pass with 8:50 remaining in the
game and put SSU on top, 14-10.
to have Colby Vogt throw an interception.
The Mustangs got bolder and decided to kick the ball to
Southwest then faced their own fourth down conversion and they also failed as the Warrior defense stopped Ludy.
Ludy decided to give his team the lead back again and
them on a 4th and 3 play.
Vogt gave the ball right back as he threw another put himself in the N.A.I.A. record books by returning the
interception and the first quarter ended with Winona kick 82 yards for the TD.
It was Ludy's fifth career kick-off return for a touchdown by seven.
The second quarter showed little offense as both teams
combined to get only three first downs.
See Football, page 15
WSU's defense stopped another fourth down try and

By DAVID BOEHLER
Sports Reporter

al&
Derrick Olson /Winonan Staff

Dave Sjong, a senior guard, and Chad Whalen, a sophomore running back, sat on the bench and
watched the last minute turn around that caused their team to lose the game at 20-17 last Saturday
afternoon.

Football
in the
eye of a
senior
By DAVID BOEHLER
Sports Reporter
Unless you're a player, no
one really knows what it's like to
participate in football on the college level.
Sure, we know they play on
Saturday and practice everyday,
but there's a lot more to it than
that.
I asked the captain of the defense, Steve Plomin to share a
typical week of football, following a loss at Duluth up to the
ending of his last game here at
Winona State.
Born in HomewoodFolssrnour, III. (a suburb of Chicago), Plomin played on a nationally ranked high school team
and was recruited, but didn't
quite have the grades to make it.
He decided to enroll at Mo, raine Community College outside of Chicago and played two
years there.
He was recruited more by
schools, including WSU and he
came here because he already
knew friends from back home.
On October 31, the Warriors
went up to Duluth to take on the
Bulldogs.
The team committed three
consecutive turnovers and UMD scored everytime off of those
mistakes for a 21-0 victory.
Plomin and the rest of his team
had to sit through a five hour bus
ride back home.
He usually sits up near the
front of the bus and skips the
traditional card games in the
back.
Minding his own business, he
just sits and listens to his
walkman or reads through some
school work.
Those of you who didn't like
taking the bus to and from school
should try taking it to and from
games.
They can last up to eight hours
and that's one way.
) The bus arrives back at 10:30
and while most of us were
dressed up in our best costumes,
Plomin was in "a sore, tired, and
crappy mood."

See Plomin, page 15

Volleyball misses playoffs Kling Onz go 3-4
By KEVIN BECHARD
Sports Reporter
The women's volleyball team
ended their '92 season with an easy
win against Edgewood College on
Monday Nov. 2, which raised their
record to two games over the .500 mark
- overall record 19-17.
The Warriors immediately took
control of the first game and never
looked back. They dominated the
game both offensively and defensively,
which paved the way for an easy 15-2
win.
Although WSU cooled off a bit in
the second game, their spark was
reignited towards the middle of the
game. The Warriors dominated the

sists.
Kolbet also led the defense with
eight digs, and Rieder again followed
Kolbet with five digs.
Jen Hosting showed her defensive
ability with six blocks.
"Throughout the season, I felt that
the team showed great improvement,
and we felt proud to end the season
with a victory," said head coach JoEllen
Bailey. It was very tough to watt and
find out if we made the playoffs, but
we were disappointed to find out that
we fell just short of post-season. I am
glad that we ended our play above the
.500 mark."

By TIM GALLAGHER
Special to the Winonan
Winona State University's ultimate frisbee club (Kling Onz) traveled to
Duluth, Minn. Saturday and Sunday for an indoor`tournament hosted by
University of Minnesota-Duluth.
WSU brought 20 players including four Bad Monaz (women players.)
On Saturday, the Kling Onz went 1-3 with losses to University of
Minnesota, 8-13; Macalaster 5-13; and another Duluth club team 6-8.
The only victory in Saturday was in their fourth game against UMD 136.
"We put in together our fourth game and played well," said vice
president Jason Feyer.
The Kling Onz played much better on Sunday, going 2-1, beating the U
of M, 7-6 and UMD.
"We were all pretty tired, but we still came back and played hard," said
Steve Ertl, senior marketing major.
The next tournament for the Kling Onz will be in early January at St.
Cloud State University.

Women's basketball builds up
Team strives
for new look,
fresh start
and positive
attitude

;W

41,1
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"The main strength of
the team is the seniors'
leadership abilities."

Teri Scheridan

By CHUCK JESKE
Sports Reporter
The Winona State University's
women's basketball team has
struggled for the past decade. Part of
the problem is the fact that the school
has been unable to maintain a head
coach.
WSU's new head coach, Terri
Sheridan, is excited to be here on her
four year coaching and teaching contract that she signed last May. Coach
Sheridan comes to WSU from
Princeton, WI. Other coaching jobs
include assistant coach at Wichita State
University, Western Illinois University, and head coach at University of
Wisconsin-La Crosse.
Along with Sheridan's theme for
the season,"New Look ... Fresh Start...
Positive Attitude," the philosophy is
simple, work...hard work!
She hopes not to rebuild, but to
"build" up the team after last years
disappointing 3-20 overall record.
Sheridan intends to use her four
hardworking returning seniors to help
the cause, they include: Michele
Ellinghuysen (5'7"), Tina Esch (5'7),
Jen von Allmen (5'10"), Carrie Whalen

Last Week...
Football
Southwest State University 20, WSU 17
Volleyball
WSU 3, Edgewood College, Wis. 0

eol

nets, which provided the team with
outstanding defense. The defense held
Edgewood to only four points.
The third game, which decided the
match, was no different for WSU.
Again they came out hard and played
aggressively. The defense again shut
down Edgewood's offense by limiting
them to four points.
The three game match lasted only
45 minutes.
Captain Amy Kolbet, who just finished her volleyball career at WSU, led
the Warriors offense with seven kills.
Steph Rieder followed her teammate
with six kills.
Amy Ball provided the Warriors
with 13 assists, and teammate Jen
Maramonte contributed with nine as-

(5'8"). Also upcoming stars includes
three key freshmen: Vickie Field (6'0"),
Molly Dybevik (5'9") and Kathleen
Maxwell (5'7"). The WSU team includes 16 players in all, none of which
have suffered any serious injuries yet.
'The main strength of the team is
the seniors' leadership abilities," says
Coach Scheridan.
There are no juniors on the roster so
Scheridan will have to rely on a few
underclassmen for some valuable playing time.
One weakness could be an entirely
new coaching staff and their task to
lay a new offense and defense down.
The main competition in the
Northern Sun Intercollegiate Conference will be UM-Duluth, Bemidji State
University, and last years NAIA
Champions Northern State University.
The Lad" Warriors will open the
season on November 20 and 21 hosting a WSU invitational including
Viterbo Collegc, UW LaCrosse, and
Concordia Colk,ge/St.Paul.
Marne Olds/Winonan Staff

Coach Terry Sheridan explains things to Molly Dbeyick and Connie Barbatos during women's
basketball practice last week.

This Week...
Football
Metrodome Classic vs. Northern State University
Sat., Nov. 14, 8 a.m.
Men's & women's cross country
NAIA national championships
Sat., Nov. 21, Kenosha, Wis.

Men's Basketball
at Mankato tournament
Fri. & Sat., Nov. 27 & 28
at UW-Stout (Menomonie, Wis.)
Tues., Dec. 1
Saint Mary's College
Thurs., Dec.3 McCown Gym. 7:30p.m.
at South Dakota State University
Sat., Dec 5
Upper Iowa University
Tues., Dec. 8 McCown Gym 7:30 p.m.
at UW-Parkside (Kenosha, Wis.)
Sat., Dec. 12

Women's Basketball
Winona State tournament
Fri. & Sat., Nov. 20 Sr 21McCown Gym
at Saint Mary's tournament (Winona)
Sat. & Sun. Nov. 28 & 29
Mt. Senario College
Fri., Dec. 4 McCown Gym, 7:30 p.m.
at Luther College (Decorah, Iowa)
Wed., Dec. 9
at St. Ambrose College (Davenport, Iowa)
Fri., Dec. 11
at St. Scholastica (Duluth)
Tue., Dec. 15

▪▪▪
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Magic will save lives

Pump it up

DAVE SHERMAN
"The Rover"
Sports Columnist

The first time he retired people were
shocked. The second time it happened it
came as no suprise. What Magic Johnson
once stood for has changed, and there is no
looking back now.
Let's play name association. I'll say
You'll say president. I'll say
Bush
You'll say mustard. I'll say
Ketshup
You'll say AIDS. If I
Magic Johnson
asked that question two years ago, you may
have said greatness, scorer, all time assist
leader, champion, Lakers, or MVP. But
what Magic represents now is his fight
against AIDS and his goal to educate the
public about the deadly disease.
After an MVP performance in last
winter's NBA All-Star game and a great run

through the Summer Olympics, Magic tried to
come back to the NBA. In his heart he knew
that it wouldn't work, but his love of basketball convinced him that he had to try it anyhow, at any cost.
What did the failed effort cost Magic? It
cost him his pride, it cost him his respect, and
it cost him his trust of close friends. Most of
Magic's troubles began about three weeks ago
when it was disclosed that a close personal
friend and colleague of Magic, was spreading
rumors to the press claiming that Magic contracted the HIV virus through homo-sexual
activity and not the hetro-sexual activity that
Magic insists on.
This is where the story begins, because now
all of a sudden Magic's friends and counter
parts from all through out the NBA started
joining in the act. No longer did the players
keep their feelings toward Magic to themselves, it was now to the point where everything would come to the open.
"Personally I am scared, scared that I might
get infected by the virus and I'm not alone,"
claimed Utah Jazz forward and USA Olympian, Karl Malone. He wasn't alone either,

after cutting himself in a pre-season game last
week, Magic knew that his return to the NBA
would not last. The reality of his disease came
out strong, as Magic was forced to re-retire,,
this time for good.
But don't feel bad for Magic. This isn't the
end of Magic's sports career, it is thebeginning
of a new era. An era of education.
The good that Magic will be able to do off
the court far outweighs any thing that he could
have done on it. We all pity Magic for the pain
and illness that he is living through, but Magic"
is a strong man. If anyone can turn this situation into a positive it is him.
Already, the news of Magic and his situation have created a much stronger awareness
of the disease in the eyes of today's youth. No
longer is there a feeling of "that will never
happen to me." Magic's ordeal has shown that
it can happen to anyone, any color, any gender, regardless of age or wealth.
People are following his battle with an

See Magic, page 15
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Tim Terrill, a senior biology major, works out in the weight room last
Friday evening, by lifting a dumbbell over his head and then behind
his back.
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Manic Monday

pepperoni,

sausage, beef, Canadian bacon,
mushrooms, onions, green peppers, black olives,
green olives, jalapenos, pineapple, tomatoes,
extra cheese, breakfast bacon, and thick crust

$6.75

2 small, 1 topping pizzas

$9. 00

Tuesday Twins
2 medium , 2 topping pizzas

Ultimate Wednesday

$5.50

large pepperoni & extra cheese

Thursday Thriller

Specialty Pies

Pizza Menu Toppings

Weekly Pizza Planner
open 4 p.m. daily

# of items

10"

12"

14"

16"

cheese
1
2
3
4
5
6

5.00
5.60
6.20
6.80
7.40
8.00
8.60

6.00
6.75
7.50
8.25
9.00
9.75
10.50

7.25
8.20
9.15
10.10
11.05
12.00
12.95

8.75
10.00
11.25
12.50
13.75
15.00
16.25

add'I

.60

.75

.95

1.25

pepperoni, sausage, beef, Canadian bacon, mushrooms, onions,
green peppers, black olives, green olives, & extra cheese

asszrams.

sausage, pepperoni, mushrooms, onions, & green peppers

onions, green peppers, mushrooms, black olives, green olives, & extra cheese

sausage, pepperoni, beef, Canadian bacon, & extra cheese

Get a 2nd 10", 12" or 14" pizza of equal value for just
$4.00 more.

$7.25

Canadian bacon, pineapple & extra cheese

Get a 16" pizza of equal value for just $5.00 more.

extra-large, 1 topping pizza

Cheesebread

$10.50

Weekend Party
Fri, Sat & Sun
2 large, 1 topping pizzas

these specials not valid with
any other specials or coupons

Pop
can s

-Coupon

I PIZZA

off any medium pizza
*not valid with any other coupons or specials.
expires 5/31/93
I■

14"

16"

10.00
7.00
7.75
7.75
6.75

12.00
8.75
9.50
10.00
7.95

15.00
11.00
11.95
12.00
9.50

18.00
14.00
15.25
15.50
11.50

50
PRICES INCLUDE TAX

..„ Coupon. . . 1 r .. _ Coupon
. Coupon . . i r .....
1
-7.
;,
454-7000 I I
454-7000 1
454-7000
454-7000

I

L

12"

MEM IMMII

I 1971,14'

I
I

THE WORKS
DELUXE
VEGGIE
MEAT FEAST
HAWAIIAN

PRICES INCLUDE TAX

PRICES INCLUDE TAX

r

$1.50
$2.50

regular order (3 pieces)
family order (6 pieces)

10"

=NB EMI ME MEI =MI IIEMI MEI SIMI

MOM IMO ME

I PIZZA

I
I 1
I I

I I
I

-.1

PIZZA

$2.00
off any large pizza
*not valid with any other coupons or specials.
expires 5/31/93
moo mai um am Imo MIS MEM IMO MEM

II
II
II
II
JL

1 1 PIZZA
/17,

$3
$3.00
off any x-large pizza
*not valid with any other coupons or specials.
expires 5/31/93
mos ism Em Imo woo
IN= mom

I I
11
off any specialty pizza
I I

snot valid with any other coupons or specials.
expires 5/31/93

L I■11 MOM MIMI MN MEM MEI NEM IMM MEM
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Magic

Plomin

Continued from page 13
Nice way to spend. Halloween.
He cleans up and goes to a tiny
corner bar near his house and tries to
, relax and forget about the game.
s Sunday is his day to "rest and
recuperate."
e usually watches football during the day and spends most of his
evening studying at the library.
Monday is his busiest day of the
week.
He has three classes on Monday,
Wednesday, and Friday.
On these days he gets up around
8:00, showers, eats and goes to his
first class at 9:15.
His next class isn't untilone, sOhe
watches game films between eating
lunch in the cafe.
The last class of the day is at 2:15
and runs into practice time.
Practice starts everyday at 2:50
with team meetings.
On Mondays though, the team
usually lifts weights.
Plomin has to watch films on his
own because he's late to practice but
when he does get there, he leads the
team in stretches.
The team forgets about the loss
and gets ready for their next challengeagai nst a tough Southwest State
team.
After they go through conditioning and running drills, the on-field
practice ends.

Continued from page 14

At 4:50 the team goes over the game
against Duluth and coaches hand out
grades based on
each players performance.
That week
Plomin got an
85%.
Not bad, but he
says he usually
gets something
higher.
The players eat
after this and then
it's back to the
meeting room for
the MVP's of the
past game and
they split up into
offense and defense and watch
even more game
films.
The long day
usually ends at
8:30, over 12 hours
that Plomin has Steve Plomin
been on the go.
Plomin only has one class on Tuesday and none on Thursday.
Practice on Tuesdays are always
the hardest.
Before practice he lifts weights because of the time he missed on Monday.

Wednesday and Thursday are the
same practice time and the weather
isn't cooperating at
all.
Friday the team
just wears helmets
and sweatsuits and
goes through special
teams, then the offense and defense
splits up.
"I felt we had a
pretty good week of
practice," he says.
The shorter practice
ends about 4:30 but it
doesn't end there if
the game is at home.
At 9:30 the whole
team heads to a local
restraurant, this week
it's The Hot Fish Shop
fora free meal and to
"make sure the team
is focused."
The free meal is
something new to the
team this year.
The night ends quietly because of
the big day on Saturday.
Steve wakes up for his last home
game at 8:00 to go eat with the team in
the cafe.
He gets ready at 10:00 and at 11:15
he has a defensive meeting.

The home uniform is put on for
the last time and he's on the cold
field at 12:30
The game starts at one and his
parents, who always make the trip
up from Illinois, are once again in
attendance.
After the near upset, Plomin himself is pretty upset.
"It was my last home game and I
really wanted to win."
He ran right past his mom and
dad and headed to the locker room
where sat alone and cried.
"I just couldn't believe it," he
says, "we can't turn that corner."
Plomin hopes to turn a bigger
cornerby graduating this spring and
look to the Cities if not Chicago for
a job.
His major is physical therapy and
he works with handicapped kids.
Remember this guy is a middle
linebacker of a football team.
Looking back at his two years
here, he says, "I had fun, but I was
not used to the losing."
If he had to pick one word that
sums it all up, he uses the word
"Adventurous."
For this senior, the real adventure has just begun.

must be preached to the U.S. public,
and it is within Magic's realm to get
these messages out.
It would not be right to wish this
situation on anyone, but if you had the
choice of someone to be the AIDS
awareness spokesman, who better to

unprecedented interest. It was always
a concern, this AIDS thing, but now it
has grown past concern and into fear.
Magic now has a job in front of him.
The task is far more difficult to achieve
than winning an NBA championship,
or a gold medal for that matter, no this
challenge may, in fact, never be won.

choose.
Magic will save lives, by sharing
his own.

Awareness, prevention, education,
and protection This is just the
begining of a list of measures that

Football

Continued from page 13
down and it gave him 882 kick-off return yards in one season, both national
records and he's only a sophomore.
The Warriors led 17-14 until the Mustangs came up with a big play with only
1:00 minute remaining.
It was 4th and 10 and the Warriors were one play away from winning.
The Mustangs made the first down and scored later with only 46 seconds
left.
The team was down by three and started out on the 47-yard line thanks to
another on-side kick.
Vogt completed a 25-yard pass to Hanson that put the ball on the 19-yard
line.
With time running out, SSU decided to blitz and rushed Vogt's pass attempt.
A middle linebacker stepped in front of Vogt's target and intercepted the
pass and the possible upset for the Warriors.
It was another tough loss for the improving Warriors, but it was even
tougher for the seniors who played their last home game at WSU.
They will get a chance to go out winners next Saturday morning at 8:00 A.M.
in the Metrodome against Northern State University.

Catholic Mass for
Students
at
New Time
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'Newly Remodeled
'Lunch Buffet
'Salad Bar

•New Italian Menu
'Haagen-Dazs Ice Cream
'Chester Fried Chicken
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Fast Hot aga_1403
Delivery! 64°

ook
who's
sneaking up
on
you.
Choose from

126 W. 2nd St. Downtown

Across From Mingles Fundrinkery
Get a Large 14" Thin Crust
Large
, Pepperoni Pizza for just
Pepperoni $5.00+tax.
12-20-92
Pizza $5.00 VoidExpires
with an other offer
mloommel==mM=m=ollionolm===m1
Choose from: Ham, Roast
Beef, Turkey, Meatball,
Sausage or the Hoagie on
our Freshly Baked Bread
and a Liter of Pop.
+x
ummilisimiummulsommilowilommmico
m"
Every Monday & Tuesday night
from
4:30 - 8:30. All the Pizza,
P
Pasta, Garlic Bread
yy
and
Salad Bar you
.99
+Tax
can eat.

Footiong
Sub & Liter

our large selection of

of Pop $4.99 Ta

Toys, Games, Posters,
Prints, Jewelry,
Home Accessories,
Linens, Greeting Cards,
and Custom Framing.

izza

Buffet$ 3

Your entire • rot, • can eat for 'ust $3.99 each.

11111M - 11•••111
111111111111•111111

Hours: Mon.-Thurs. 9a.m-5:30p.m.
Fri. 9a.m.-8p.m. Sat 9a.m.-5p.m.
75 Plaza East Winona, MN 55987
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Call: 434-2173 for
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November 26th, 27th. and 28th
Join the crowd..."
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Rascals Taco Tuesday
6:00 - 9:00p.m.

$6:00 - All the Tacos& Tap Beer
,
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DON'T LET
PATITIS B HAPPEN TO YOU
t.

I

.1

1'
0/4

7

You may be at risk. The hepatitis B
virus is transmitted like the AIDS virus,
but is 100 times more contagious. Both
are spread though intimate contact
with blood or body fluids, including:

Five months after
graduating from
college, 21-year-old
Wendy Marx fell into
a coma and nearly died
from a disease she'd barely
heard of. She needed two liver
transplants to save her life. Like
most college students, Wendy had
never thought about hepatitis B.

• Sexual or close contact with an
infected person
• Sharing personal care items,
such as razors, tweezers,
toothbrushes and manicure
instruments

If you don't get the facts about
hepatitis B, you too could contract this
serious virus. Your student health center
can tell you more about hepatitis B and how
to protect yourself from it.

/ ////,%%/, .

Winona's only 10 MIN UTE Tanning Bed

• Sharing needles

Why should you know about hepatitis B? Because today,
young people are at great risk of infection. Hepatitis B is
caused by a virus that strikes 300,000 Americans each
year Most are adolescents and young adults.
But the good news is that hepatitis B is preventable. Safe,
effective vaccines are available that can protect you from
infection. If Wendy Marx had been vaccinated, she would
have avoided two liver transplants and years of suffering.

In the case of Wendy Marx and in one-third of those
infected, the source of infection may remain unknown. In
addition, many people have the disease and never know it.
Anyone can get hepatitis B. And anyone who has hepatitis
B can spread it to someone else. That someone else
may be you. Find out more about hepatitis B and
if you should be protected.

"A 30 Minute Tan in only 10 Minutes!"

flis

Richard J. Duma, M.D.,Ph.D., Executive Director,
.
National Foundation for Infectious Diseases

GLL

G HAIRSTYLING SUNDASH Spedals!
454.1580
Look for Upcoming

_; -

■15,

4
4

AND TANNING
CENTER

0

Home of 15 Tanning Beds and 1 Sland•Up Unit.

OR

VISIT THE STUDENT HEALTH CENTER
GET THE FACT" THEN GET THE VAX.

. -

Westgate Sho pp ing
Center
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Classifieds
HELP WANTED

ADOPTION

$$$$, FREE TRAVEL AND RESee your baby grow up in beauSUME EXPERIENCE!! Individuals tiful St. Paul. We are devoted to our

COsmOVO®cl &dwccraiqug onacKlIcm Okscr
Name

SS I

Address

and Student Organizations wanted to little boy, and enjoy spending time with
promote SPRING BREAK, Call the his birth mother. We hope to have the
nation's leader. Inter-Campus Pro- same wonderful relationship with you.
grams 1-800-327-6013.
At-home mom with an MA in Journalism, CPA Dad. Agency approved, but
our best refrence is Stacy. Please call
SPRINGBREAKERS
Promote our Florida Spring Break me M.E. Lloyd, collect anytime. (612)
packages. Earn MONEY and FREE 293-0789.
trips. Campus Marketing. 800-4235264.
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2 people needed to share 1 bedFor Sale: Schwinn Mesa-Runner
room, large apartment, starting winter
mountain bike. Three years old, good
quarter $140/mo each, +utilities. Concondition. $135 O.B.O. Call 452- tact Mike at 457-3070.
0946.
Needed immediately 1 Female to
Keyboard for sale. Yamaha PSR- share nice, furnished apartment. Have
60, 49 full sized keys, Midi, Full auto
own room, 1 block from campus. CALL
rhythm, $275 OBO. Call Mike at 457- 454-1909.
3070.
Wanted: Female to live with others.
2-3 bedrooms, own room, heat included, 1 blk form campus. Call 4541909 .
SPRING BREAK

SPRING BREAK Mazatlan!
air/7 nts hotel/ free ntly beer parties/dscts/f rom $399/1-800-366-4786.

Rates

FOR RENT

FOR SALE

Needed: 1 person to live with 2
others, large apartment, own room,
beg. winter quarter and runs through
June 15, $190/mo + utilities (heat paid)
Call 457-3070, ask for Sherri.

STUDENTS 500 LOCAL 75¢ NATIONAL $1.25

3 bedroom apartment available
GhandiDecember 1st. Five students, four
I stopped by to see you the other
blocks from camptis. 2 Bedroom in day and you weren't home! I think that
same building. Work phone: 454- you owe me a visit this time! By the
5402 or home phone: 452-3045.
way, watch any cartoon lately???
-Jen
To my roommatesWe have to have dinner together
more often! Next time Laura, you can't
have any patotos! By the way, How
DO you talk to an angel?
Matt, Dave & Joe-The Classified Chick
We're really glad we finally got to
meet you guysl I't's nice to know who
you share a house with! We have to Oh little squirrel, within my wall. If
get together and finish a game of Mo- only I could see you. The joy I would
nopoly someday! Thanks for taking have if only to pet you once. Because
such good care of us! You guys are after that, I'd rip your head off.
-T'd off Tennant
great! Oh, and by the way, Matt, leave
(Squirrel Catcher)
the Saran-Wrap at home next time!
-Jen, Dawn, & Laura
To the Srnaug CooksThank you for being so kind to me!
To all those residing in the
You're like my mommies away from
Spaghetti houseWe have to get together sometime home.
soon! We miss you guys! There is a
-Signed, Grateful
HUGE void in our lives since you've
stopped visiting us! Let's get together
Rooand do a Tweny-something kinda thing !
Its been 8 long months since I've
-The Ones you've left behind
seen you and it's been far too long to
have been without my friend! I'm so
Baby Brownglad you're back. I can't wait for this
llove giving you a hard time! You're weekend!
so fun to pick on! Let's do something
-R.
this week, just you and I. I kinda miss
yal
To the Girl in my 210 English Class
-Jade
with brown hair and a little hairy mole
on your nose. You are the sunshine of
my life, oh how I wish we could fly away
For Sale: One lazy roommate!
to
some Island, just so I could smell
For $25, you get him and his favorite
couch. Call the Crack House at 452- your ear wax!
-Ron the lid master
094 for more information, ask for

PERSONALS

Dave.

Why Pay Big City Auto Rates?
Collision • Paint • Frame
507-454-6964
1272 Breezy Lane • Breezy Acres • Winona, MN 55987

Advertise In the WINONAN!! Send
messages to your friends, advertise,
or get to know someone through our
personals! Students-only .50/line!
All ads must be prepaid at the Cashiers office 107 Somsen. Deadline 12
noon on Fridays.
Plays, parties, improvisation! Find
out what it's all about! The Wenonah
Players. Wednesdays at 3:30, meet in
the Green room, PAC.

Craftsman... Since 1970

Come Play With Us!

FREE COURTESY CARS

Prepare yourselves for the end of
the world. Hide your pocket books,
hide your dope, hide your wifes.

Sorry about the "Bumps"...Please stop in for a free estimate
— if we're privileged with your repair,
we'll give you $25.00 toward a night on the town.

Clinton Has Arrived!

To the man I met on Sat. nightLet's do it again sometime soon! I
had the time of my life! Where have
you been hiding all of this time?
-Ashley

To the Football Bruisers Last
Saturday Night at Bullseyes.
Pick on Someone your own
size.
-Smurf Groupies

RESEARCH
IlfORPAIIIKNI
Largest Library of Information In U.S.
19,278 TOPICS -ALL SUBJECTS
Order Catalog Today with Visa I MC of COD
'ORDERING
410T ONE

800.351-0222

Or, rush $2.0010: Reseirch Information

11322 Idaho Ave #206-A, Los Angelis, CA 90025

TOWAYI DOWAT

1

PIZZAS

WITH CHEESE AND PEPPERONI

THIS IS A unNOWDOWOF A DEAL!

$1C99

MEDIUM

WITH CHEESE AND PEPPERONI

S1

Promotion expiration dote moy not match other coupon expirotion dotes.

DOCItY DELUXE'
Four-piece Crazy Breod® order and Crazy Cheese'"
offer valid only with Toozy!Doozy! T "

PLUS TAX

Pizza! Pizzar

Two great pizzas! One low price: Always! Always!
Offer,

Offer valid for o limited time of porticipoting stores. No coupon necessary.

CRAZY BREAD S NEW CRAZY CHEESE'" FORS1 MORE!

599
MEDIUM SIZE

Little Caesars

$ 99
cAix.

valid for a limited time at participating stores. No coupon necessory. 6::)1992 Little Ccesor Enterprises, Inc.

_SAVE 60¢

Crazy Bread

.99

Plus
Tax

That's 8 sticks of

WE DELIVER ON THE DOUBLE!!

452 - 8752
1201 GILMORE AVE.

Freshly Baked Bread.
Valid only with coupon
at participating
Little Caesars.

Little Caesars.

Pizza!Pizzar

;

